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Abstract

Autonomous vessels equipped with Operational Technology (OT) and Information Tech-
nology (IT) systems increasingly face potentially serious cyberthreats. As the frequency
and complexity of these cyberthreats continue to increase, vulnerabilities are becoming
more widespread, thus becoming an international security concern. This poses a significant
risk to the smooth operations of these vessels. The main objective of this research is
to provide a comprehensive overview of this topic and introduce a new concept: using
threat modeling to assess the impact of cyberthreats on compliance with the International
Regulations for Preventing Conflict at Sea (COLREG). This thesis focuses on developing
a threat modeling framework to identify and mitigate cyberthreats and vulnerabilities in
the autonomous ship systems.

The chosen methodology is based on the principles of Risk-Centric Threat Modeling,
specifically the Process of Attack Simulation and Threat Analysis (PASTA) framework.
The framework is adapted to autonomous ships’ navigation and decision-making systems
to realize this approach. This study comprehensively applies the adapted framework to
examine the compatibility of navigation system decision mechanisms with COLREG, thus
addressing in advance potential conflicts arising from potential cyberattacks. The results
of this research contribute to creating a practical threat modeling framework specifically
designed for autonomous vessels, thereby promoting the safe operation of such ships in
the maritime industry. In this way, this study aims to reduce the probability of cyberattacks
and strengthen the overall security of autonomous vessels. In conclusion, the findings from
this study have the potential to provide the safety of autonomous ships and proactively
prevent potential cyberthreats that could affect navigation and the failure of COLREG
rules.

Keywords: Autonomous Ships, Maritime Cybersecurity, Threat Modeling, ECDIS, COL-
REG

(The thesis is written in English and is 102 pages long, including 6 chapters, 12 figures,
and 1 table.)
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Autonomous ships are equipped with OT and IT systems to increase operational efficiency
and reduce human error, which is often a problem in maritime [1]. However, when
the literature is examined, it is seen that cyberthreats to these systems have increased,
and security vulnerabilities have become widespread. These vulnerabilities can cause
significant damage to the ship and the company’s ability to carry out effective operations.
More importantly, it may become a matter of international security issues [2]. These
potential cyber risks include the vulnerability of complex control systems, unauthorized
access to the navigation system in the ship’s bridge, access to the data of sensors that
enable various operations on autonomous ships [3].

The industry needs to address the risks associated with their operation. Ensuring the
safety and security of these complex systems is important. These vessels rely on OT and
IT systems, including sensors, control systems, and communication networks [4]. Each
system is vulnerable to cyberattacks, and a successful attack on one system could risk
the entire ship’s operation and the environment. While we still face such risks today,
autonomous ship security should be emphasized more than it currently receives. With
the development of autonomous ships, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
(ML), which will manage the movement and capability of the autonomous ship and provide
management through sensors that recognize its environment, will be a part of these threats.
Therefore, recent research by [5] has shown that the increase in cyber attacks on OT
systems is disrupting operations and causing various maritime logistics problems.

Autonomous ships aims to revolutionize the maritime industry by enhancing the efficiency
of sea navigation and reducing the risk of human error, which has historically been a
factor in maritime accidents. These ships rely heavily on OT and IT systems, such as the
Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS), to autonomously navigate
the seas while adhering to the COLREG. However, as the attack surface expands with
increased connectivity and autonomy, the literature reveals a growing trend of cyberthreats
targeting these systems, which could undermine COLREG’s compliance [6]. For instance,
a cyberattack that exploits vulnerabilities in the ECDIS could manipulate navigational
data, leading to incorrect decision-making by autonomous navigation systems. This could
result in the violation of COLREG, such as failing to maintain a safe distance from
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other vessels or incorrectly navigating crossing situations, thereby increasing the risk of
collisions at sea. Moreover, the autonomy of these vessels places a significant reliance on
the integrity and availability of sensor data, which is used to make real-time navigational
decisions. Cyberattacks that alter or corrupt this data could undermine the ship’s ability to
interpret and comply with COLREG, thereby compromising the safety of the ship and all
surrounding maritime traffic.

1.2 Problem Statement

As the maritime industry continues to develop in the autonomy, ships are being equipped
with increasingly sophisticated interconnected navigation systems, most notably ECDIS
[7]. This integration also heightens the exposure of these vessels to cyberthreats. OT
systems control and operate the ship’s physical equipment and systems. These systems are
critical components that ensure the ship’s mobility and effectively manage all functions of
the ship. Another essential function of OT systems is to provide management of the sensors
used to collect and analyze data from the ship’s environment. These sensors monitor the
ship’s maneuverability and environmental conditions, enabling the ship to move safely.
For example, radar sensors detect other ships and objects near the ship, while Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) sensors determine the ship’s position [8].

OT systems can be vulnerable to cyberattacks and, if exposed to attacks, can cause
severe disruption of the ship’s operations or take complete control of the ship, leading
to dangerous situations. Therefore, it is important to conduct effective threat modeling
and take appropriate cybersecurity measures for the OT systems of autonomous ships.
Researching and developing effective threat modeling methods that consider the maritime
environment’s unique aspects and the potential risks associated with autonomous ships’
OT systems is important. The outcomes of this research involve the creation of a threat
modeling structure designed for autonomous ships, which will enhance the safe navigation
of these vessels within the compliance regulations. By identifying and mitigating potential
threats, the safe operation of autonomous ships can be ensured, and the possible economic,
environmental, and security risks can be minimized.

Such vulnerabilities can lead to aberrations in navigational decisions by autonomous ships,
potentially resulting in deviations from the established COLREG [9]. There is a noticeable
gap in the existing literature, particularly in the absence of comprehensive threat modeling
that intersects cybersecurity, autonomous ships, and COLREG. This focus on research
and analysis undermines the ability to foresee, identify, and mitigate cyberthreats that
could prevent an autonomous ship from adapting to these important regulations during
critical navigation phases. This research seeks to bridge this gap using the PASTA threat
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modeling framework. By applying the PASTA framework, the study aims to examine and
understand the impact of cyberthreats targeting ECDIS on the compliance of COLREG
rules, specifically in the decision-making processes of autonomous ships. The aim is
to create a comprehensive framework that enhances cybersecurity measures, enabling
autonomous ships to navigate accurately and safely and comply with navigational rules
designed to prevent collisions at sea.

1.3 Research Questions

The following main research question is proposed:

How can the threat modeling methodology be adapted to comprehensively model and
assess the risks and impacts of cyberthreats on the ECDIS for autonomous ships and
ensure compliance with COLREG?

An approach to threat modeling should be adopted to perform threat modeling for ships’ OT
systems. This approach involves identifying system components, threats, vulnerabilities,
and risks and developing appropriate mitigations. With this approach, we have used PASTA
quality to identify and analyze potential theories tailored to autonomous ships’ specific
needs and characteristics. The modeling should consider the unique characteristics of
ships, such as navigation, communication, and control systems, and the potential impact of
threats on safety, security, and operations. The model should also consider the different
attack surfaces and possible attack vectors that can be exploited. The threat modeling we
will develop for ECDIS will be used to analyze threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks and
will address the important COLREG rules to comply with regulations. To address the main
research question, we take two approaches. The first is to identify the cyberthreats faced
by autonomous ships; the second is to determine the most suitable threat modeling strategy
and highlight the importance of literature contribution. So, the following questions should
be answered:

RQ1: Which cybersecurity threats are common in the ECDIS for autonomous ships,
and how can these vulnerabilities affect the decision-making process and lead to
non-compliance with COLREG rules?

According to the literature, autonomous ships face six main attack surfaces from which
unauthorized access can be gained or operations interrupted. These are positioning systems,
communication systems, navigation systems, control systems, power systems, and cargo
systems [3]. These identified threats can cause critical damage to the autonomous ship
system and disrupt operations. We will examine how the different attack vectors can be
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exploited for the navigation system. Therefore, these attacks will be minimized by the
applied methods in this research.

RQ2: How can the PASTA threat modeling methodology be used to identify, assess,
and prioritize vulnerabilities in the ECDIS and ensure that navigational decisions are
COLREG compliant?

According to the literature, there are several different threat modeling methods. Our
research showed that the STRIDE and PASTA methods best fit our problem. PASTA
threat modeling is a more comprehensive and structured methodology for threat modeling
than STRIDE. PASTA threat modeling includes more structured and formalized processes
for threat modeling, such as risk ranking and attack modeling. It is more designed to
handle complex systems, a big problem for autonomous ships. STRIDE is a more general
methodology that covers a wide range. Our research will seek a better cybersecurity
method for autonomous ships with PASTA threat modeling.

1.4 Scope and Goal

This study aims to explore the potential security threats associated with autonomous ships’
ECDIS and apply the PASTA threat modeling framework to identify vulnerabilities and
risks. The study’s scope will involve reviewing the existing literature on autonomous ships,
OT and IT systems, COLREG compatibility with autonomous vessels, threat modeling, and
risk assessment methodologies. The review will highlight gaps and challenges in the current
research and identify areas for further investigation. The collected data will then be used
to conduct a PASTA threat modeling analysis of the ECDIS and sub-components, which
involves identifying the potential attack paths and the associated threats, vulnerabilities,
and risks. By applying the PASTA threat modeling framework, the research aims to
uncover specific weaknesses that could be exploited to disrupt the safe navigation of
these vessels, leading to potential collisions. This includes comprehensively analyzing
the security issues associated with autonomous ships’ ECDIS and sub-components and
contributing to developing effective mitigation strategies. The analysis will identify the
strengths and weaknesses of the PASTA methodology for autonomous ships’ ECDIS and
suggest improvements to the method where necessary.

1.5 Contribution and Novelty

This research presents a threat modeling approach emphasizing compliance with COLREG
by focusing on ECDIS on autonomous ships. By integrating this focus, the method goes
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beyond traditional cyber security measures to cover navigational safety, a critical aspect of
maritime operations. The approach will help to ensure the safe operation of autonomous
ships in a maritime industry where security measures and risks are taken to prevent cyber
threats and eliminate the consequences of damages caused by these cyber attacks. The
proposed threat modeling method will identify potential threats in the OT systems of
autonomous ships. This thesis will investigate recent cyber-attacks targeting autonomous
ships and examine how these attacks can affect compliance with COLREG rules and lead
to collisions.

One of the most important contributions of the method is the decomposing of the au-
tonomous ship systems. This allows us to take the most critical vulnerabilities by catego-
rizing and focusing on them. Providing a framework for mitigating these threats enables
the maritime industry to be alert to emerging technologies and take security measures
accordingly. The key benefit of using this methodology is that it has proven effective in
identifying and mitigating threats in complex systems and provides a security approach for
threat modeling on autonomous ships. This prevents significant damage, loss of control,
and cyberattacks that could endanger human lives. Furthermore, the research provides
valuable insights and practical solutions to improve security measures in the maritime
industry, thus contributing to the existing literature.

1.6 Thesis Structure

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Section 2, explained the background
information, focusing on autonomous ships, their OT, IT, and the regulatory frameworks
governing their navigation, emphasizing the COLREG. Section 3 provides a compre-
hensive literature review by examining existing research on cybersecurity threats in the
maritime domain, various threat modeling and risk assessment methodologies, and the
characteristics of COLREG compliance. The methods adopted for this study are detailed
in Section 4, highlighting the research design, approach, and data analysis techniques
employed. Section 5 presents an in-depth application of the PASTA threat modeling
framework to examine COLREG compliance, focusing on cyberthreat identification, anal-
ysis, and mitigation in ECDIS and its subsystems. Section 6 discusses these results and
concludes findings.
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2. Background

This section provides a comprehensive background to support the research into applying
the PASTA threat modeling framework to the ECDIS in autonomous ships. It lays the
foundation for understanding the critical elements that the research addresses, focusing
on autonomous ships, the regulatory frameworks guiding their operation, and the PASTA
framework’s relevance and application. The emergence of autonomous ships marks a
significant shift in maritime technology that aims to revolutionize safety, efficiency, and
operational capabilities. These vessels, characterized by their ability to operate with
minimal human intervention, stand at the forefront of a new era in maritime transportation.

The introduction of computerized navigation systems, satellite communication, and ad-
vanced electronic charting has transformed the way ships navigate and operate. These
technologies have improved safety, efficiency, and environmental sustainability, preparing
the way for the next frontier in maritime evolution [10]. The latest phase in the evolution of
maritime technology is the move towards autonomous ships, often referred to as "Shipping

4.0." This phase incorporates cyber-physical systems, integrating AI and Internet of Things
(IoT) technologies to create vessels that can navigate, make decisions, and operate with
minimal human intervention [11]. Among these, the Maritime Unmanned Navigation
through Intelligence in Networks (MUNIN) Project [12], DNV GL’s ReVolt [13], and
the YARA Birkeland [14] stand out as flagship initiatives, each contributing uniquely to
developing autonomous maritime technologies.

MUNIN Project: The MUNIN Project was a collaborative European initiative to explore
the feasibility of autonomous ships. Focused on addressing unmanned operations’ chal-
lenges in navigation, sea traffic management, and onboard systems, the project sought to
demonstrate how autonomy could enhance safety and efficiency while reducing operational
costs. The MUNIN Project envisioned a future where autonomous ships could operate
alongside manned vessels, contributing to a sustainable and efficient maritime transport
system [15] 1.

DNV GL’s ReVolt: DNV GL’s ReVolt is a concept design for a fully electric, autonomous
cargo ship with the potential to revolutionize short-sea shipping [16]. With a focus on
sustainability and safety, the ReVolt eliminates the need for crew accommodations by
operating autonomously, reducing operational costs and increasing efficiency. The vessel
1Fraunhofer CML, MUNIN - Maritime Unmanned Navigation through Intelligence in Networks, 2016,
https://www.unmanned-ship.org/munin/
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is designed to operate short sea voyages. Its electric propulsion system reduces emissions
and minimizes maintenance requirements compared to traditional diesel-powered ships,
showcasing autonomous technologies’ environmental and economic benefits [13] 2.

YARA Birkeland: The YARA Birkeland project represents a significant leap towards
realizing zero-emission, autonomous cargo shipping[17]. Touted as the world’s first fully
electric and autonomous container ship, the YARA Birkeland is a collaboration between
YARA International and Kongsberg Maritime. The vessel aims to automate the processes
of loading, offloading, and transporting fertilizers between YARA’s production facilities,
thereby reducing the need for truck haulage and lowering CO2 emissions. The project
underlines the industry’s move towards greener, more sustainable shipping solutions. It
serves as a model for future autonomous shipping initiatives [14] 3.

MEGURI2040 Fully Autonomous Ship Program: Launched in February 2020, ME-
GURI2040 aims to revolutionize the maritime industry by addressing critical issues such as
crew shortages and enhancing navigational safety through the application of cutting-edge
AI, Information and Communication Technology (ICT), and image analysis technologies.
With successful demonstrations, including the world’s first fully autonomous navigation
test with a small tourism boat and the comprehensive use of a fully autonomous navigation
system on the container ship SUZAKU 4, MEGURI2040 is paving the way for the future
of autonomous maritime operations[18]. The project’s ambitious goal for full-scale com-
mercialization by 2025 underscores its commitment to transforming the maritime industry
and creating a safer, more efficient future[18] 5.

2.1 Autonomous Ships

Autonomous ships represent a significant evolution in maritime technology, promising
enhanced operational efficiency and safety. They incorporate advanced IT and OT systems,
including navigational equipment like ECDIS, to navigate the seas with minimal human
intervention. The introduction of autonomous ships represents a transformational shift in
the maritime industry that promises enhanced safety, operational efficiency, and environ-
mental sustainability. Autonomous ships promise significantly safer maritime operations
by reducing the potential for human error, which is a significant factor in maritime incidents

2Simon Adams, ReVolt – next generation short sea shipping, DNV GL, 2014, https://www.dnv.com/
news/revolt-next-generation-short-sea-shipping-7279/

3Yara International, Yara Birkeland Press Kit, 2022, https://www.yara.com/news-and-media/
media-library/press-kits/yara-birkeland-press-kit/

4Loz Blain, Autonomous container ship completes 790-km trip from crowded Tokyo Bay, New Atlas, May 17,
2022, https://newatlas.com/marine/suzaku-autonomous-ship-navigation/

5The Nippon Foundation, MEGURI2040 Fully Autonomous Ship Program, 2022, https://www.
nippon-foundation.or.jp/en/what/projects/meguri2040
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and optimizing voyage planning [1]. Furthermore, the efficiency gains from optimized
routing and reduced fuel consumption contribute to lower operating costs and a smaller
carbon footprint, aligning with global efforts toward environmental sustainability [19].

However, the transition to fully autonomous shipping also presents challenges, particularly
regarding regulatory compliance, cybersecurity, and integrating autonomous vessels into
the existing maritime framework. The development and application of comprehensive
threat modeling frameworks like PASTA to systems such as ECDIS are important in
addressing these challenges, ensuring that autonomous ships can safely and effectively
navigate the complexities of modern maritime operations.

International Maritime Organization (IMO)6, and Baltic and International Maritime Coun-
cil (BIMCO)7 have established guidelines and recommendations to strengthen maritime
cybersecurity measures. From January 2021 8, ship owners and operators must assess the
cybersecurity risks associated with their operational and safety management systems and
adopt the necessary protective actions as stipulated by these new protocols. Furthermore,
to strengthen cybersecurity in the maritime sector, the International Association of Classifi-
cation Societies has introduced Unified Requirements E26 and E27, which are planned to
apply to newly classified marine structures from July 2024 9. E26 focuses on protecting the
integration and continuous operation of information and operational technologies within
maritime networks. In contrast, E27 emphasizes the security of systems supplied by third
parties, underlines the critical nature of ensuring the protection of user interfaces, and sets
criteria for the design and development of new equipment before deployment on ships.

Innovation efforts in the maritime sector are accelerating the commercialization of remotely
piloted or fully autonomous Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS) vessels. This
shift requires comprehensive regulatory measures to protect any collisions, ensure cargo
safety, and maintain ship integrity. IMO is actively working to incorporate these techno-
logical developments into its regulatory framework, aiming to balance the advantages of
these technologies against concerns about safety, security, environmental impacts, and cost
to international trade and industry. This initiative also considers the impact on personnel
both at sea and ashore. In response to the technological advancement, IMO started a
regulatory scoping study in 2021 to assess the applicability of existing IMO tools to ships
with different levels of automation. This was an important step towards establishing a

6International Maritime Organization, https://www.imo.org/
7Baltic and International Maritime Council, https://www.bimco.org/
8International Maritime Organization, "Cybersecurity," https://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/
Security/Pages/Cyber-security.aspx

9International Association of Classification Societies, "Unified Requirements E," https://iacs.org.
uk/resolutions/unified-requirements/ur-e
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regulatory framework for MASS and resulted in significant progress during the Maritime
Safety Committee (MSC) sessions, particularly at the 107th session in June 2023 10, when
significant progress was made in developing a target-based regulatory instrument for
MASS operations. In addition, a MASS Working Group has been established to support
further the MASS Code’s development and address related issues. The aim is to adopt a
non-mandatory, target-based MASS Code by 2025, with a mandatory code set planned to
be implemented by 1 January 2028 11.

Autonomous ships, often called MASS [20], represent a significant technological leap in
the maritime industry. Defined by their ability to operate and navigate with little to no
human intervention, these vessels embody the integration of cutting-edge technologies to
enhance maritime safety, efficiency, and sustainability. Critical features of autonomous
ships include, according to [21]:

1. Autonomy Levels: These range from ships with automated processes and decision
support to fully autonomous vessels operating independently of human oversight.

2. Sensors and Data Analytics: Equipped with sensors, autonomous ships continu-
ously gather data from their surroundings, enabling navigation and decision-making.

3. Communication Systems: Advanced satellite and radio communication systems
ensure data exchange between the ship, other vessels, and shore-based operations
centers.

4. Integrated Control Systems: An autonomous ship has an integrated control sys-
tem that synthesizes sensor data, navigates according to maritime regulations, and
executes complex operational commands.

As defined by the IMO, this level of autonomy describes the progressive transition from
human-operated to fully autonomous ships, with each level presenting different operational
and regulatory challenges as shown in the Table 1. As we have yet to reach level 4, this
thesis’s research will greatly contribute to taking measures for fully autonomous systems
[22].

Level 1 Autonomous Vessels: These vessels incorporate autonomous technologies that
augment the capabilities of the onboard crew. The autonomous components are designed
to enhance navigational safety and operational efficiency, operating under the supervision
and decision-making authority of the human crew.

10International Maritime Organization, "MSC 107th Session Summary," https://www.imo.org/en/
MediaCentre/MeetingSummaries/Pages/MSC-107th-session.aspx

11International Maritime Organization, "Autonomous Shipping," https://www.imo.org/en/
MediaCentre/HotTopics/Pages/Autonomous-shipping.aspx
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Level 2 Autonomous Vessels: At this level, while the vessel still hosts a crew on board,
the primary operational control shifts to a remote control center. This represents a hybrid
model where the synergy between human oversight and autonomous systems is essential
for the vessel’s navigation and management.

Table 1. Level of Autonomy and Regulatory Challenges [22]

Level
of
Autonomy

Description Operational Regulatory Challenges

Level 1
Vessels with autonomous
components to support the
crew’s capabilities.

Enhanced navigational
safety and efficiency
under human supervision.

Integrating autonomous
technologies within
existing maritime frameworks.

Level 2
Crew on board, but
primary operation by
remote control center.

Hybrid operation with
synergy between human
oversight and autonomous
systems.

Adapting regulatory
frameworks to accommodate
remote operational control.

Level 3
Remotely controlled
without any crew
onboard.

Sophisticated remote-control
technologies ensure safe
navigation.

Ensuring remote navigation
complies with international
maritime regulations.

Level 4

Unmanned and fully
autonomous, capable of
independent operational
decisions.

Advanced AI and
algorithms for real-time,
dynamic decision-making.

Refining regulations to
support fully autonomous
decision-making and
compliance.

Level 3 Autonomous Vessels: Vessels under this category are characterized by their
operation without an onboard crew, being remotely controlled from land-based centers.
This level marks a significant shift towards greater autonomy, relying on sophisticated
communication and control technologies to navigate safely across maritime environments.

Level 4 Autonomous Vessels: This ultimate level of autonomy designates vessels that op-
erate independently without human intervention. Fully autonomous ships utilize advanced
AI, sensor arrays, and navigational algorithms to make informed operational decisions,
ensuring compliance with maritime regulations, including the COLREG, in real-time and
dynamic conditions.

2.1.1 AI in Autonomous Ships

The base layer of AI on autonomous ships encompasses a variety of sensors and devices
designed for comprehensive environmental data collection. Technologies such as Radio
Detection and Ranging (RADAR), Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), and Automatic
Identification System (AIS) play an important role in obstacle detection and navigation,
while ECDIS and other navigation systems such as RADAR, AIS, GNSS, Voyage Data
Recorder (VDR), and sensors, as shown in our scheme Figure 5 as Layer 1, provide critical
information on underwater environment, ship identification, and geolocation, respectively
[2]. Collectively, these sensors provide a detailed understanding of the marine environment,
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which is important for AI-driven analysis and decision-making.

The autonomous ship’s AI system includes a situational awareness module as a first phase
in decision-making [23]. This module processes large data streams collected by onboard
sensors to create a consistent image recognition of the ship’s environment, including
identifying nearby vessels, navigational data, and potential hazards. Advanced image
processing algorithms and techniques are used to interact with the sensor data so that
the AI system has an up-to-date awareness of the marine environment and its dynamic
changes.

Then, the collision avoidance system, built on the situational awareness module, uses AI
to assess potential risks and execute navigational maneuvers to avoid collisions [23]. By
analyzing the trajectories of nearby objects and predicting their future positions, the AI
formulates a safe course of action that complies with maritime regulations and minimizes
the risk of accidents. This capability is essential to ensure that autonomous ships can
navigate safely in congested waters and challenging maritime scenarios. At this point, the
output of the processed data is proportional to the accuracy of the input data, and an error
can cause the autonomous ship to take the wrong course of action.

As a result, if the correct route coordination is achieved with the processed data, global route
optimization is activated. Global route optimization is another critical function facilitated
by AI in autonomous maritime systems [23]. This module takes into account multiple
factors, such as weather forecasts, sea currents, sea traffic, and navigational constraints, to
determine the most efficient and safe passage for the vessel. Using optimization algorithms
and predictive models, the AI system can determine routes that optimize fuel consumption,
reduce travel time, and mitigate risks associated with maritime navigation.

The multi-layered architecture of these systems is visualized briefly in Figure 1, which
describes the composition and interaction between the different subsystems and their role
in the overall ship autonomy. Layer 1 encompasses the primary functional categories,
showing the navigation, communication, propulsion, and sensor technologies that feed
environmental data into the AI core (see Figure 5). The second layer details specific
subsystems and control mechanisms, such as navigation, communication, and data analysis
subsystems that pre-process raw data for high-level analysis. Moving to Layer 3, we
see the central role of decision-making and autonomy systems, where AI algorithms
process information to make autonomous navigation decisions. The top level, Layer 4,
represents the AI decision of this data processing, where inputs from all lower levels
combine into consistent, AI-driven navigation and collision avoidance decisions, leading
to optimized route planning and compliance with maritime regulations. Here, the most
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Figure 1. Multi-Layered Architecture of Autonomous Ship Systems for Navigation,
Collision Avoidance, and Global Route Optimization.

critical point of our study is to emphasize how the Collusion Avoidance System goes
through a process while the autonomous ship is making decisions, and the importance of
the information provided by the ECDIS to the autonomous ship at this point is emphasized.
Most importantly, the critical role of the COLREG rules is also considered to inspect
within our PASTA threat modeling.

We have used various sources to create the Figure 1; firstly, from [24], we integrated
decision-making responses to adversarial attacks within the collision avoidance module.
This informed our design for the decision-making autonomy of Layer 3 and its connection
to the decision-making process at Layer 4. This paper has provided valuable insights into
the resilience of AI systems on ships, which is essential for building Layer 3: Decision
Making and Autonomy for situational awareness. In addition, [2] and [21] categorise
various aspects of situational awareness at all layers. These sources provide data on how
autonomous ship systems use situational awareness to support reasoning and then direct
the output for the collision avoidance module. This helped us to shape the situational
awareness module to connect with the control and action phases. We also gained data
from [25] on how the autonomous ship integrates situational awareness with the collision
avoidance and global planning modules. Their schematic diagrams helped us connect our
initial module’s layers and create an integrated module. From [23], we gained a general
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understanding of how situational awareness, collision avoidance, and global autonomous
optimal planning modules work together. This provided us with a macro view of the
system’s operations and enabled our layered architecture to facilitate interactions between
modules. Finally, we used the [26] for the development of the collision avoidance module
across all layers. This was particularly important for Layer 4 of the collision avoidance
system and helped us ensure that our design was efficient and compliant with maritime
collision regulations. For layer 1 and layer 2, a detailed explanation has been addressed in
Section 5.2.1.

2.1.2 Technological Foundations of Autonomy

As discussed in the [21], the transition to autonomous shipping is underpinned by several
core technologies that collectively enable the sophisticated functionalities of these vessels:

1. AI and ML: AI algorithms and ML models play a important role in interpreting
sensor data, predicting environmental conditions, and making navigational decisions.

2. GNSS: Provides location data for accurate navigation and collision avoidance.
3. IoT: Enables the interconnectedness of various shipboard systems and components,

allowing for real-time monitoring, diagnostics, and control.
4. Cybersecurity: Protecting the integrity and confidentiality of data and control

systems from cyberthreats is important, given the reliance on digital technologies.
5. Advanced Propulsion and Energy Systems: Innovations in propulsion and energy

efficiency, including electric and hybrid systems, support the sustainable operation
of autonomous vessels.

The development of autonomous ships is not merely an extension of existing maritime
technologies but a comprehensive re-imagining of ship design, operation, and management.
This paradigm shift towards autonomy promises to address some of the most pressing
challenges in the maritime industry, including safety risks associated with human error,
the environmental impact of shipping operations, and the growing demand for efficient
global trade routes. As this technology continues to evolve, it will undoubtedly shape the
future of maritime transportation, ushering in a new era of innovation and progress in the
industry.

2.1.3 IT in Autonomous Ships

IT systems in autonomous ships are important for processing data, communication, and
other computational needs. These systems support the ship’s connectivity, data analysis,
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and decision-making processes, underpinning the vessel’s autonomous functions. The role
of IT in autonomous ships cannot be overstated. IT systems serve as the brains of these
vessels, processing large amounts of data from various sources like satellite information,
oceanographic data, and real-time environmental conditions to make informed navigational
decisions. These systems employ AI, ML, and big data analytics technologies to opti-
mize route planning, energy consumption, and cargo management, ensuring operational
efficiency surpassing traditional shipping methods.

Navigation and Control Systems, Sensor Fusion and Data Analysis, Communications

Systems, ML and AI, Cybersecurity Measures, and Energy Management Systems are
identified as integral components enabling the sophisticated functionalities of autonomous
vessels. They collectively enhance the autonomy of ships by facilitating advanced data
processing, decision-making, and communication capabilities, thereby ensuring efficient
and secure maritime operations.

This exploration underscores the significance of IT systems in the evolution and functional-
ity of autonomous ships, indicating a comprehensive shift towards smarter, more efficient,
and safer maritime operations, as discussed in the research [27].

Navigation and Control Systems: These systems use real-time data from GNSS and
other navigational sensors to accurately determine the ship’s position, speed, and heading.
Advanced algorithms process this data to make autonomous navigation decisions, set
routes, and avoid obstacles or collisions.

Sensor Fusion and Data Analysis: Autonomous ships have various sensors, including radar,
Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), sonar, cameras, and weather instruments. Sensor
fusion techniques integrate data from these diverse sources, providing comprehensive
situational awareness supporting autonomous decision-making.

Communications Systems: Communication technologies ensure that autonomous ships
remain in constant contact with satellite systems, other vessels, and shore-based operations
centers. These systems facilitate the exchange of navigational data, operational commands,
and safety information, enabling remote monitoring and control when necessary.

ML and AI: AI and ML algorithms are integral to processing and interpreting the large
amounts of data generated by onboard sensors. These technologies enable the ship to
learn from past experiences, predict potential hazards, and make informed decisions
autonomously.
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Cybersecurity Measures: Given the reliance on digital systems and data exchange, protect-
ing these vessels from cyberthreats is important. Comprehensive cybersecurity frameworks
are implemented to safeguard navigation and operational systems from unauthorized access,
ensuring the integrity and reliability of autonomous operations.

Energy Management Systems: Optimizing energy consumption and managing power
supply are important for the sustainable operation of autonomous ships. IT systems
monitor and control fuel usage, battery levels, and the performance of propulsion systems,
contributing to energy efficiency and reducing the environmental footprint of maritime
operations.

2.1.4 OT in Autonomous Ships

OT systems are responsible for directly controlling and monitoring the physical devices
and operations within the ship. This includes the management of propulsion, steering,
and other critical systems that ensure the vessel’s safe and efficient operation. OT in
autonomous ships brings the decisions made by IT systems to life. As highlighted by
[28] in their research, the integration and security of OT systems are fundamental to the
operational integrity of these vessels. This includes managing and controlling physical
shipboard operations such as propulsion, steering, and navigation. OT systems ensure
the mechanical aspects of the ship operate with the navigational plans set out by the IT
systems. Integrating IT and OT is important; it allows for executing complex maneuvers
and adjustments in response to dynamic sea conditions, ensuring safety and compliance
with international maritime regulations.

The propulsion and steering mechanisms are at the core of OT systems, which are auto-
mated to respond to the navigational commands determined by the ship’s control systems.
These include engines, rudders, and thrusters, which are optimized for efficiency and
sensitivity, enabling the vessel to maneuver through diverse maritime conditions.

Safety systems, another important component of OT, encompass fire suppression, bilge
water management, and structural integrity monitoring. These systems are designed to
operate autonomously, detecting and responding to onboard emergencies to ensure the
ship’s and its cargo’s safety.

Cargo handling systems in autonomous vessels are automated to manage the loading,
stowage, and unloading of goods. These systems utilize robotics and intelligent algorithms
to optimize space, secure cargo during transit, and ensure efficient operations in port.
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Integration with IT systems is critical for OT systems, as sensor data and navigation systems
inform operational decisions. This synergy between IT and OT allows autonomous ships
to perform complex maritime tasks independently.

Therefore, this thesis will focus specifically on ECDIS. The decision to focus on ECDIS
stems from its critical function in these vessels’ navigational and operational safety. ECDIS
represents a cornerstone technology that integrates with various OT and IT systems,
providing a dynamic platform for electronic navigation charts.

ECDIS

ECDIS is a key component in the navigation of autonomous ships. The architecture and
components of ECDIS for autonomous ships are detailed in the [29]. ECDIS provides an
integrated platform for Electronic Navigational Chart (ENC) and a range of navigational
information, which can be automatically updated in real-time. This system transforms
traditional paper chart navigation into a dynamic, interactive process. ECDIS systems
enhance navigational accuracy and safety by offering comprehensive situational awareness.
They display information about the ship’s location, movement, and marine environment,
incorporating data from GNSS, radar, and other navigational sensors. Features such as
automatic route planning, collision detection algorithms, and alert systems for navigational
hazards are integral to ECDIS, facilitating safer and more efficient voyage planning. From
our findings of the Chapter 3, we found that the ECDIS is often at the center of cyberthreats
for autonomous ships, as shown in our network (Figure 2) and density (Figure 3) diagram.
In our network diagram, the nodes vary in size to demonstrate the frequency of each
keyword’s occurrence in the literature related to autonomous ships and cybersecurity,
highlighting the prominence of each concept within this specialized field. The larger
nodes, such as "ECDIS" and "autonomous ships", signal their higher prevalence in the
discussions and studies we’ve analyzed. The thickness of the connecting lines illustrates
the co-occurrence of these keywords within the literature, offering visual insights into
the strength of the relationship between these concepts. For instance, the substantial
links between "ECDIS", "navigation", and "collision avoidance" underscore the close
association of these topics in autonomous maritime operations. Because of this, we decided
to focus on the ECDIS and its sub-components.

The research highlighted by [30] underscores the urgent need to secure ECDIS systems
against cyberthreats, emphasizing their significance in maintaining the safety and efficiency
of autonomous maritime operations. For autonomous ships, ECDIS is not just a tool for
navigation but a critical component of the vessel’s decision-making apparatus. It allows the
autonomous control system to make informed decisions about the safest and most efficient
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Figure 2. Network diagram for index keywords for literature review focusing autonomous
ships using full counting.

routes, considering maritime traffic, weather conditions, and geographical constraints. The
integration of ECDIS with other onboard IT and OT systems underscores the collaborative
framework essential for autonomous ship operation. This interconnectedness ensures that
navigational decisions are informed by real-time data, enhancing autonomous maritime
navigation’s operational efficiency and safety.

The ECDIS operates at the intersection of IT and OT within the domain of autonomous
ships. While traditionally, IT systems are associated with data management, communica-
tion, and analysis, and OT systems are directly involved with the operational control of
physical devices and processes, ECDIS embodies both aspects.

As an IT component, ECDIS relies on digital data, processing ENC, and integrating real-
time information from various sources. [31] highlights the connection of the ECDIS with
various subsystems critical to the operation of autonomous ships. This integration includes
data from the GNSS, radar, and other navigational sensors to provide a comprehensive
overview of the ship’s position, navigational status, and the marine environment. The
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Figure 3. Density diagram for index keywords for literature review focusing autonomous
ships using full counting.

system’s ability to analyze, update, and display this information dynamically aligns with
the core functions of IT systems, focusing on data management and decision support. It
plays an important operational role in the navigation and safety of the vessel, directly
influencing the ship’s course and maneuvering decisions. The system’s outputs are integral
to the operational processes of the ship, guiding the propulsion and steering mechanisms
to respond appropriately. This direct impact on the physical operation of the vessel aligns
ECDIS more closely with the characteristics of OT systems.

AIS

AIS is an automatic tracking system used on ships and by vessel traffic services to identify
and locate vessels by electronically exchanging data with other nearby ships and AIS Base
stations. AIS integrates a standardized VHF transceiver with a positioning system, such
as a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, along with other electronic navigational
sensors, such as a gyro-compass or rate of turn indicator [32]. For autonomous ships, AIS is
important in ensuring the vessel can communicate its position, heading, and other relevant
information to other ships and maritime authorities, significantly enhancing situational
awareness and collision avoidance capabilities.
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VDR

VDR is important for autonomous ship operations, called the "black box" of maritime
vessels. This device records detailed information about the vessel’s position, movement,
physical status, and command and control for a period leading up to and following an
incident [31]. For autonomous ships, the VDR is indispensable for post-incident analysis
and is a key tool for continuous improvement in autonomous navigational systems. By
capturing a comprehensive dataset, the VDR aids in refining algorithms and decision-
making processes, ensuring the autonomous system adheres to navigational standards and
regulations.

GNSS

GNSS, like GPS, provides maritime vessels with critical positioning and timing informa-
tion. GNSS is the backbone of navigation and gives data enabling autonomous systems
to accurately determine the vessel’s location. Integrating GNSS data ensures that au-
tonomous ships can navigate with precision, maintain course, and avoid navigational
hazards, fulfilling essential functions for route planning and execution.

RADAR

RADAR systems are important for detecting and tracking objects such as ships, land,
and navigational markers, especially in poor visibility conditions. In autonomous vessels,
RADAR systems feed into the decision-making process, allowing the ship to visualize its
surroundings and make informed decisions based on real-time data. The information pro-
vided by RADAR is key to collision avoidance systems, obstacle detection, and adherence
to navigational procedures, ensuring the vessel maintains a safe course.

These components are the initial key elements from which the ECDIS’s data comes. It’s
important when the autonomous ship’s decision-making algorithms calculate adjustments
in course or speed. We’ve gone into much detail about each navigational system component
as part of the initial phase of the PASTA Threat Modeling process. All of the details of the
components of the Navigational system have been described as a part of the PASTA threat
modeling first step as explained in Section 5.2.1.

2.1.5 Advantages of Autonomous Shipping

The transition to autonomous shipping marks a big development in maritime operations.
These benefits include operational efficiency, safety improvements, and environmental
sustainability, all of which contribute to the goal of revolutionizing maritime transportation.
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Autonomous ships are set to reshape operational efficiency parameters in the maritime
industry. By leveraging advanced technologies such as AI, ML, and sensor data analy-
sis, these vessels can optimize route planning, reduce transit times, and minimize fuel
consumption, as discussed by [33]. Automating navigational and operational tasks also
reduces manning costs by reducing the need for an extensive crew and allowing more space
for cargo. This pattern of facilitated operations increases productivity and contributes to
the reliability and predictability of transportation services. One of the most convincing
arguments for autonomous maritime adoption is the potential for significant safety improve-
ments. Human error has been identified as one of the leading causes of maritime accidents.
Autonomous systems can reduce this risk by ensuring consistent and careful operation.
Technologies that are integral parts of autonomous ships, such as collision avoidance
systems and real-time environmental monitoring, provide high situational awareness and
operational precision, significantly reducing the likelihood of accidents and improving
overall maritime safety.

Autonomous ships represent a critical step forward in the maritime industry’s journey
toward environmental sustainability [34]. These vessels are designed with energy efficiency
in mind, incorporating electric propulsion systems, optimized hull designs, and advanced
energy management technologies that reduce fuel consumption and lower emissions.
By reducing the carbon footprint of maritime operations, autonomous shipping aligns
with global efforts to combat climate change and promote a more sustainable future for
international trade.

2.1.6 Challenges Facing Autonomous Shipping

One of the most significant barriers to adopting autonomous ships is the current regulatory
environment, primarily structured around manned operations. International maritime
regulations, including those set forth by the IMO, need to be updated to accommodate the
unique aspects of autonomous operations.

Integrating autonomous shipping technologies into the existing maritime infrastructure
brings considerable technological and operational challenges. This encompasses the
interaction between autonomous and manned vessels, the integration of shore-based control
centers, and the compatibility of port operations with autonomous loading and unloading
processes. Ensuring that these systems can effectively communicate and operate within
the complex maritime environment requires significant advancements in technology and
operational practices. Moreover, there is a need for industry-wide standards and protocols
to facilitate interoperability and the safe coexistence of autonomous and manned vessels.
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2.2 Regulatory Framework

The advancement in autonomous maritime technologies marks a significant shift in mar-
itime activities and requires updates to the regulatory framework and international guide-
lines to ensure safety, security, and environmental protection. As the leading regulatory
body, IMO is critical in establishing these global standards, including addressing how
autonomous ships will comply with the COLREG rules. Therefore, to prevent this issue
and to contribute to the literature, we have examined the rules that we consider important
in this thesis.

2.2.1 COLREG

The COLREG is a comprehensive set of rules authorized by the IMO to ensure maritime
safety for ships and other watercraft at sea to prevent collisions [35] 12. These regulations
are essential for manned and autonomous vessel navigation. COLREG consists of 38 rules
divided into five sections: Part A - General; Part B - Steering and Sailing; Part C - Lights
and Shapes; Part D - Sound and Light Signals; and Part E - Exemptions. Four annexes also
detail the technical requirements for lights, shapes, and sound signal appliances. These
rules shall apply to all vessels upon the high seas and in all waters connected therewith
navigable by seagoing vessels[35].

Part A - General: This section lays the groundwork for the regulations, defining their
applicability and the responsibilities of the vessel’s master and crew to comply with
the rules to avoid collisions. It emphasizes the importance of good seamanship and the
discretion to deviate from the rules when necessary to prevent immediate danger. Part B

- Steering and Sailing: Part B is important for day-to-day navigation, providing detailed
rules on vessel movements in various situations. It includes rules on sailing in opposite
directions, overtaking other vessels, and navigating in narrow channels and at sea junctions.
The section is designed to ensure that vessels’ actions are predictable to others, thereby
reducing the risk of collisions. Part C - Lights and Shapes: This section specifies the
lights and shapes vessels must display to signal their presence and activities to other
ships. It covers various situations, including sailing, anchoring, and vessel status, ensuring
that vessels can communicate their intentions and operations visually, especially during
reduced visibility. Part D - Sound and Light Signals: Part D outlines the sound and light
signals vessels must use to communicate with other ships, especially in conditions of
poor visibility or when close encounters are imminent. The rules specify the types of
signals used in different scenarios, such as altering course, overtaking, or warning other

12International Maritime Organization, "International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea," https:
//www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/Pages/COLREG.aspx
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vessels of their presence, to prevent misunderstandings and collisions. Part E - Exemptions:
This final part provides provisions for exemptions from the other rules under specific
circumstances, recognizing that not all situations can be addressed through rigid adherence
to the regulations. It allows for flexibility in operations, provided that the overall safety of
navigation is not compromised.

The development of autonomous shipping brings a unique challenge to the existing COL-
REG framework, which was primarily designed with manned vessels in mind. Autonomous
ships must be able to understand and follow these rules to ensure safe navigation and avoid
collisions. This requires advanced sensor systems, algorithms, and AI to interpret the
complex scenarios and regulations specified in COLREG and make real-time navigational
decisions. One of the key challenges in integrating autonomous ships into the COLREG
framework is ensuring that they can comply with the rules, communicate with manned
ships, and predict their actions. There is also a need for revisions or new guidelines in
COLREG to address situations specific to autonomous navigation, such as the ability
to control ships without human intervention or the ability to make decisions remotely.
As IMO continues to explore the implications of autonomous shipping, there may be
changes or additional protocols in the COLREG specifically tailored to address these new
operational paradigms. The aim will be to ensure that autonomous ships can safely coexist
with manned ships while maintaining the highest maritime safety standards.

2.2.2 Importance of COLREG in Autonomous Ship Navigation

For autonomous vessels, strict compliance with COLREG is not just a legal requirement
but a necessity for operational safety. Ensuring that autonomous navigation systems,
particularly ECDIS, can accurately interpret and apply COLREG in real-time scenarios
is important for the safe coexistence of autonomous and manned vessels in international
waters. Autonomous vessels operate using complex systems that include sensors, AI
algorithms, and automated navigation systems. Despite these system’s capabilities, they
are not immune to failures that can arise from various factors, such as cyberattacks.
Such failures could lead to difficulties adhering to the COLREG, especially in dynamic
environments or complex maneuvering navigation scenarios.

For instance, a failure in the sensor system could impair an autonomous vessel’s ability to
maintain an effective lookout as required by Rule 5 - Look-out, compromising its ability to
appraise the situation and risk of collision fully. Similarly, if the vessel’s decision-making
algorithms fail to interpret the navigational data accurately, it could struggle to comply
with Rule 8 - Action to Avoid Collision, which mandates decisive and timely maneuvers to
prevent collisions.
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Moreover, autonomous ships must be designed to recognize and navigate according to Rule

10 - Traffic Separation Schemes and Rule 19 - Conduct of Vessels in Restricted Visibility.
Errors in these areas can lead to navigational errors, increasing the risk of collision in busy
or visibility-limited sea areas.

To address these challenges, autonomous ship development focuses on redundancy in
critical systems, and advanced cybersecurity measures. Therefore, this thesis uses a risk-
centric approach to address the cybersecurity risk of targeting ECDIS on autonomous ships
to indicate COLREG failures. Using PASTA Threat Modeling, it shows the failure of
potential COLREG rules that could occur to increase the security of these systems.

2.3 PASTA Threat Modeling Framework

The PASTA framework is a risk-centric approach to threat modeling, offering a structured
methodology to identify, evaluate, and mitigate cyberthreats [36] 13. Its application to
autonomous ship navigation, especially ECDIS, is critical for ensuring the systems’ security
and integrity.

PASTA is an innovative approach to threat modeling designed to align with the risk
management and software development life cycle. Its application to autonomous ship
navigation systems, particularly ECDIS, is critical for enhancing compliance with the
COLREG.

2.3.1 Introduction to PASTA

PASTA is a structured threat modeling methodology specifically designed to identify
and address potential security threats in an IT system. This methodology is particularly
pertinent to autonomous shipping, where IT and OT systems are important in vessel
operation and navigation. Applying PASTA involves a comprehensive seven-step process,
each focusing on a critical aspect of threat modeling.

PASTA is a seven-step, risk-centric methodology as shown in the Figure 4 with adopted to
our methodology. It aims to provide a threat analysis that is both structured and flexible,
integrating well with traditional risk assessment and management processes. The steps in
the PASTA methodology are:

1. System Decomposition: The first step involves breaking down the autonomous

13VerSprite, "What is PASTA Threat Modeling?" https://versprite.com/blog/
what-is-pasta-threat-modeling/
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Figure 4. PASTA Threat Modeling Steps for Autonomous Ships COLREG Compliance.

ship’s system into its core components of navigation, propulsion, communication,
and sensor systems. This decomposition allows for a detailed examination of each
element and its interactions within the more extensive vessel system as shown in the
Figure 5. For this thesis, we will focus only on the navigation components.

2. Identify Threat Agents:Threat agents are individuals or entities that could poten-
tially exploit vulnerabilities in the system. Identifying these agents is important for
understanding the source of threats, ranging from hackers and terrorists to internal
personnel or competing corporations.

3. Catalog Threat Scenarios: This step involves enumerating the scenarios in which
the autonomous ship’s systems could be threatened. Scenarios might include cyber-
attacks to disrupt navigation, tampering with communication data, or turning off
safety features.

4. Identify Vulnerabilities: In this phase, the specific vulnerabilities within the au-
tonomous ship’s systems that the identified threat agents could exploit are pinpointed.
These vulnerabilities could be due to design flaws, software bugs, inadequate security
practices, or any other weakness that could be a vector for attack.

5. Impact on COLREG Compliance: Evaluating how these vulnerabilities could
affect the vessel’s ability to comply with COLREG is essential. For instance, a threat
compromising navigation systems could violate these regulations and increase the
risk of a collision.

6. Model Attack Paths: Modeling attack paths involves creating a detailed blueprint
of how a threat agent could exploit vulnerabilities to carry out a threat scenario. This
helps understand the flow of a potential attack and the points at which the system is
most at risk.
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7. Determine Mitigation: The final step is establishing strategies to mitigate the
identified risks. These strategies could include technical solutions like encryption
and firewalls, procedural changes like enhanced security protocols, and continuous
monitoring for anomalous behavior that may indicate a security breach.

2.3.2 Importance of PASTA in Autonomous Ship Navigation

PASTA plays a critical role in addressing COLREG failures. This analytical framework
simplifies a proactive approach to maritime cybersecurity and aligns with navigational
safety requirements and regulatory compliance. PASTA’s strategic approach deconstructs
the complex systems aboard autonomous vessels, identifying potential threats and vul-
nerabilities. It enables the preparation of special defenses, reducing the risks that could
compromise the functionality of important navigation and communication systems.

The advantages of using PASTA’s structured approach to threat modeling are that it allows
for a detailed and comprehensive analysis of potential security threats, making it an
invaluable tool for identifying and addressing vulnerabilities in advance. This is especially
true for autonomous maritime, where cybersecurity is important for the vessel’s safe
operation. By identifying and modeling threats, ship operators can implement security
measures that protect against potential cyberattacks that could disrupt navigation or other
critical ship systems.

Furthermore, PASTA greatly assists in addressing non-compliance with international safety
regulations. By ensuring that all potential threats to ECDIS are considered and mitigated,
autonomous vessels can better comply with safety standards, including those required
by COLREG. In essence, PASTA enhances the reliability and credibility of autonomous
maritime operations by facilitating a risk management strategy that is compliant with safety
and regulatory requirements.
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3. Literature Review

3.1 Introduction

Upon reviewing the existing literature, it became apparent that there needs to be a signifi-
cant gap in the analysis of common failures in the navigational systems of autonomous
ships, particularly those leading to non-compliance with the COLREG. To address this, we
have formulated a main research question as "How can the threat modeling methodology be

adapted to comprehensively model and assess the risks and impacts of cyberthreats on the

ECDIS for autonomous ships and ensure compliance with COLREG?". We have examined
existing research about autonomous vessels and COLREG compliance. To follow that,
we have addressed the RQ1 and RQ2 by examining the existing literature to enhance our
research.

3.2 Autonomous Vessel

This section synthesizes key research findings examining the complexities of protecting
autonomous ships against cyberthreats and innovating navigation technologies. By exam-
ining the interplay between technological developments, this review aims to illuminate
how autonomous ships will be integrated into the global maritime fleet. To start with, [37]
highlights growing concerns about cyberattacks on autonomous ships and their potential
risks to the maritime industry and international security. [28] addresses the challenges
autonomous ships face in cybersecurity. The research particularly emphasizes the de-
velopment of effective risk management strategies in OT system security. [9] examines
the important role of self-guided navigation in evolving sea transportation. It examines
the development of system intelligence comparable to a digital navigator derived from
human operators to manage approaching vessels and a fuzzy logic-driven framework for
collision avoidance to assist the decision-making systems. [38] highlights the complex
navigation scenarios anticipated for future ships operating in diverse conditions alongside
manned, remotely operated, and fully autonomous vessels, underlining the need for a
decision support system that complies with maritime rules and regulations to ensure correct
responses from both human operators and automated systems. The consistency of decision-
making and action between humans and automated systems during key collision avoidance
scenarios has been studied to identify possible gaps in regulatory frameworks in simulated
environments. Furthermore, [39] addresses the difficulties in calculating collision risks in
actual maritime encounters, given the variable nature of ship positioning and movement,
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and promotes intelligent systems informed by a thorough grasp of the COLREG. The
significance of crafting a decision support tool that mirrors human reasoning and adheres
to regulatory standards is emphasized to bolster the safety of next-generation autonomous
maritime vessels. Besides that, [40] has studied autonomous ships’ general principles and
security. By presenting a comprehensive review of autonomous ships’ development and
potential benefits, five research clusters are technological development, collision avoidance
autonomous ship applications, human elements, and regulatory and management issues.
[41] explores the role of AI in enhancing maritime cybersecurity, discussing current appli-
cations and potential future developments. [42] survey various security models applicable
to autonomous maritime systems, important for ensuring the security of these advanced
vessels.

These studies comprehensively guide us to understand the operational, technological, and
regulatory dimensions critical to advancing and integrating autonomous ships within the
maritime industry. The synthesis of these insights has been instrumental in informing the
thesis’ exploration of autonomous vessel navigation.

3.3 COLREG Compliance with Maritime Regulations

The development of autonomous maritime systems has led to many studies aiming to ad-
dress the compliance of these systems with COLREG. This chapter helps us to understand
the existing literature gap regarding COLREG compliance for autonomous ships.

When looking at the [43] emphasizes the need for an in-depth re-evaluation and possible
modification of COLREG to facilitate incorporation of MASS into the existing maritime
order while stressing that new regulations must be clear and understandable for both human
mariners and automated systems to protect maritime safety. It offers a critical analysis of
the COLREG in autonomous maritime operations, pointing out the unclear aspects and the
incomplete adherence of existing collision avoidance methods to these rules, which points
out the aim of this thesis.

While some research focuses on deep learning and COLREG compliance, for example
[44], [38] also highlights the complexity of ensuring that autonomous ships are COLREG
compliant through deep learning technologies. The research underscores the potential of
deep learning in mimicking human navigational behaviors, ensuring autonomous ships
can navigate in compliance with maritime rules. The paper discusses the need for an
additional decision support layer to enhance the capabilities of deep learning technologies
in identifying and avoiding collision risks, aligning with COLREG’s requirements. [45]
developed a COLREG-compliant decision support tool to prevent collisions at sea. This
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tool uses existing ICT and sensor technologies to reduce misunderstandings and non-
compliance with COLREG, often attributed to human error. By providing early suggestions
in line with COLREG regulations, the tool assists watch-keeping officers in making
informed decisions, potentially reducing collisions. Another significant contribution is
the exploration of scenario-based Model Predictive Control (MPC) for assessing collision
risks in autonomous ships from [46]. This approach emphasizes the predictive aspect
of navigating autonomous vessels, ensuring they can plan maneuvers well in advance
to comply with COLREG. The study presents a mathematical framework that enables
autonomous ships to evaluate potential future scenarios and adjust their course to minimize
collision risks. However, an unaddressed gap remains to demonstrate how the COLREG
rules might fail in specific scenarios and lead to collisions.

The study on [47] provides insights into the broader aspects of autonomous navigation,
touching upon the importance of systems that can autonomously comply with maritime
regulations. It illustrates how autonomous navigation systems must integrate with existing
maritime safety standards, including COLREG, to ensure that autonomous vessels can
safely coexist with manned ships in open seas. Research on [45] introduces a system
architecture that integrates various modules with sensor input data. This architecture
supports the decision-making process by suggesting appropriate actions when there’s a
risk of potential collisions, ensuring compliance with COLREG through utilizing AIS
data, which is mandatory for all ships. [48] investigates integrating autonomous navigation
systems with the COLREG to ensure safe and compliant maritime operations. This re-
search underscores the necessity for autonomous ships to interpret and adhere to COLREG
effectively, highlighting the challenge of translating qualitative navigational rules into
quantitative actions that autonomous systems can execute. [49] discusses the dynamic
interactions between autonomous and manned vessels within the framework of COLREG.
It suggests innovative solutions like route exchange and "automation transparency" can
enhance mutual understanding and compliance, ensuring the safe coexistence of diverse
maritime traffic. In [50], the authors develop an automatic collision avoidance system for
unmanned marine craft that adheres to COLREG. They introduce a reactive path plan-
ning algorithm that, through simulations, proves capable of generating viable trajectories
in the presence of stationary and dynamic obstacles, showcasing a practical approach
to compliance with maritime regulations. [51] examines how the subjective nature of
"good seamanship" as mandated by COLREG presents challenges for autonomous ship
operations. This research identifies the need for clearer guidelines and possibly revising
COLREG better to accommodate the capabilities and limitations of autonomous navigation
systems. [39] explores innovative methods for ensuring autonomous vessels comply with
COLREG by applying deep reinforcement learning. This approach enables ships to make
decisions considering the dynamic maritime environment and the inherent navigation
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risks, aiming to balance operational efficiency and strict adherence to collision avoidance
regulations. [52] examines the ambiguities of COLREG when applied to autonomous
shipping. This discussion highlights the challenges in translating COLREG’s principles
into algorithmic decisions, emphasizing the need for more precise definitions and rules
that human navigators and autonomous navigation systems can uniformly understand.
These studies collectively highlight the advancement in collision avoidance systems, the
development of decision support tools, and scenario-based risk assessments as pivotal
in aligning autonomous ship operations with COLREG. Furthermore, they address the
nuanced challenges of translating the qualitative aspects of COLREG into quantifiable
actions for autonomous systems, suggesting a potential gap in current research.

This literature review shows that COLREG compliance within autonomous maritime
navigation has been extensively explored across various studies. However, a notable gap
exists in explicitly showing how implementing COLREG rules might fail when applied to
autonomous ships. While considerable progress has been made in developing technologies
and methodologies to ensure compliance, less attention has been paid to systematically
identifying and analyzing scenarios where these rules could fail, leading to collisions.
This gap underscores the need for further research that continues to explore compliance
strategies and examines into the limitations and potential failures of current approaches in
real-world autonomous shipping scenarios.

3.4 Cybersecurity Threats in Maritime Domain

Another notable gap is the under-representation of potential cybersecurity risks and vulner-
abilities in the ECDIS of autonomous ship navigation to address COLREG failures. Our
literature review identified these potential cybersecurity issues to answer RQ1.

The maritime industry faces a growing threat of cyberattacks, according to [53]. This issue
requires consistent security practices across the sector. Technologies such as AIS, port
community systems, and satellite systems enhance safety and security, but cyberthreats like
phishing and spoofing create significant challenges. Therefore, studies like [54] examine
past cybersecurity incidents in the maritime sector, providing insights into patterns, vulner-
abilities, and response strategies. [55] delving deeper into specific cybersecurity issues
faced in the maritime industry and how they have been addressed historically. [56] explores
instances and allegations of cyberattacks sponsored by nation-states targeting the maritime
sector, highlighting the geopolitical dimensions of maritime cybersecurity. [57] discuss
creating and applying cyber environments and testbeds designed for the maritime sector.
These environments could be important for testing cybersecurity measures and training
personnel. [58] provides a comprehensive overview of the various threats faced by the
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maritime sector, including potential impacts and mitigation strategies. [59] brings attention
to the aspects of cybersecurity in the maritime sector, highlighting unique challenges that
may need to be more widely recognized and understood. [60] emphasizes the importance
of securing critical maritime infrastructures against cyberthreats, recognizing the sector’s
important role in global trade and security. [61] and [62] focus on specific aspects of
maritime cybersecurity, such as the vulnerabilities of radar systems and the evolving nature
of cyberthreats in commercial shipping. [63] evaluates the concept of cyber-seaworthiness,
which involves ensuring that maritime vessels are physically and digitally secure against
cyberthreats. [64] and [65] examines the specific cybersecurity challenges in maritime
navigation, including the applicability of existing risk models to the emerging class of
autonomous marine surface ships.

Most importantly for our research, it is helpful to use such cyberattacks addressed by [3],
which covers potential security risks associated with unmanned maritime vessels, mainly
remotely controlled boats, and autonomous ships. This research examines six primary
attack surfaces: positioning systems, sensors, firmware upgrades, voyage data recorders,
intra-vessel networks, and vessel-to-shore communication. It explores the different types
of attacks that could exploit these vulnerabilities. The paper identifies various attacks, such
as GPS spoofing, code injection, modification, AIS spoofing, and jamming connection
disruption. [5] also examines cybersecurity vulnerabilities in maritime cybersecurity and
future research. By reviewing the existing literature on maritime cybersecurity, they
identify what research is available and what needs to be added to the maritime industry.
[66] presents a systematic method for detecting potential cyberattacks and anomalies in
marine navigation systems by analyzing NMEA messages. The main part of the research
outlines various attack techniques and anomaly types and suggests detection methods,
including frequency-based and specification-based approaches. [67] probes the intricate
issues and obstacles linked to the collision avoidance mechanisms of MASS. The maritime
industry-specific cybersecurity issues and solutions for the past are given in [55]. In more,
[58] reviewed the maritime threats, their possible effects, and ways of mitigation, and also
[68] brings simulated attacks on autonomous ships and OT systems and minimizes risk
by analyzing threats. [54] gives an overview of the cybersecurity issues in the industry
brought to light through past incidents, showing prevalent attack vectors, weaknesses, and
defenses. Finally, the work done by [69] has classified cyber attacks against ships and
examined threats in detail.

3.5 Threat Modeling and Risk Assessment Methods

The literature review has highlighted the importance of decision support systems and the
assessment of ship behavior in collision avoidance scenarios. To address this, we review
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existing threat modeling approaches and explain why we apply PASTA threat modeling to
solve this specific problem. This objective is covered in RQ2 and guides our approach to
solving this critical problem. Firstly, [69] systematic literature review aimed to evaluate
and compare existing threat modeling and risk assessment methods in ship cybersecurity,
with focusing on ships. The research analyzed 25 papers to identify existing challenges
and gaps in the literature. The findings underlined the lack of consistency in existing
methodologies and highlighted the need for standardized frameworks that meet the unique
needs of autonomous ships. Validation of expert knowledge and support of advanced tools
for threat modeling applications was considered important.

Many researchers have conducted various studies on autonomous ships within the scope of
threat modeling and risk assessment. For example, potential attacks on manned ships have
also been analyzed using the Maritime Cyber Risk Assessment (MaCRA) threat model
[70]. Developing another threat modeling with MaCRA, [31] proposes a Multi-Criteria
Decision-Making (MCDM) framework for assessing cybersecurity risk in autonomous
shipping. The research aims to provide a flexible framework for ensuring cybersecurity in
the shipping industry, which is becoming increasingly complex due to the higher cyber-
physical interaction required in autonomous shipping operations. While PASTA identifies
and mitigates specific vulnerabilities, MCDM ranks different systems and equipment’s
overall cybersecurity risk. For use in this paper, more emphasis is placed on the PASTA
methodology.

A model-based risk assessment called MaCRA is designed to identify and significantly
assess cyber risks in the maritime domain. MaCRA serves as an extensive framework
designed to tackle cybersecurity risks within the maritime sector, which is particularly
important for the operation of unmanned ships. It systematically pinpoints cyberthreats, as-
sesses their potential repercussions, and shapes strategies for risk mitigation and persistent
surveillance. This framework aligns with global maritime cybersecurity protocols, which
are critical in preserving autonomous maritime infrastructure’s security and operational
soundness. Informed by the studies highlighted in the works of [71], [31], [72], and [73],
the MaCRA framework provides a holistic approach to cybersecurity risk management in
the maritime domain. It encapsulates a mixed-methods assessment to craft a comprehensive
understanding of the cyber risks specific to unmanned vessels. Through this adaptive and
systematic framework, MaCRA enhances the ability to pinpoint and mitigate cyberthreats
effectively. It stands out for integrating qualitative and quantitative analyses, confirming
its flexibility and depth in addressing cybersecurity within the maritime operations.

When examining through the comparison of PASTA threat modeling, it is clear to see
that while the MaCRA framework offers a hybrid approach that melds qualitative and
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quantitative assessments for maritime cybersecurity, PASTA threat modeling delineates
a more sequential process that simulates attack scenarios to inform risk management
strategies. Where MaCRA excels in flexibility and a comprehensive perspective, which is
important for the dynamic environment of unmanned vessels, PASTA emphasizes a step-
wise methodology conducive to detailed threat analysis and system-specific insights. Both
frameworks provide strong mechanisms for addressing cybersecurity but differ in their
approach: MaCRA, with its broad adaptability to various maritime operations, and PASTA,
with its structured, in-depth focus tailored to the intricacies of autonomous navigation
systems. The choice between the two could be influenced by the specific requirements of
the vessel’s operational profile and the nature of the cyberthreats faced.

[74] developed a STRIDE threat modeling that provides a wide range of cyberthreats
for autonomous ships. This threat modeling was used to identify potential cyberthreats
to autonomous ships and to derive a corresponding analysis. The work on C-ES then
proceeds and discusses these risks and proposes appropriate cybersecurity baseline controls
to mitigate them[75]. The difference between our methodology and this study is that
although both aim to identify and mitigate potential cyberthreats, their approach and
focus differ. While PASTA focuses more on identifying potential attack scenarios and
defining countermeasures, the modified STRIDE method proposed in this paper focuses
more on assessing the cyber risks of cyber-physical systems and proposing appropriate
cybersecurity baseline controls to mitigate these risks. Therefore, our work will be
improved by considering the work done here, and a more general threat modeling will
be used. The STRIDE model, formulated by Microsoft, is a systematic approach for
pinpointing security weaknesses in software systems, detailed through an official guide. It
classifies threats into six categories: Spoofing identity, Tampering with data, Reputation
threats, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and Elevated privileges. The model is
crafted to preemptively tackle these security issues during the system design stage, aligning
with the proactive stance in software development security outlined by [76]. Initially
developed for software, STRIDE has since been adapted for broader applications, including
cyber-physical systems and Industrial Control Systems (ICS), due to its comprehensive
and well-established threat modeling capabilities, as noted in the literature [77].

As proposed by [25], the Cyber-Risk Assessment for Marine Systems (CYRA-MS) ap-
proach introduces a quantitative risk assessment method specifically tailored for cyberse-
curity in maritime systems, including autonomous vessels. This approach enables ship
operators to systematically identify cyber risks and implement effective countermeasures,
thereby enhancing the ships’ resilience against cyberattacks. Notably, [78] applied this
methodology to autonomous inland waterway vessels by prioritizing hazards through a
modified formal safety assessment, quantifying risks, and pinpointing uncertainties. Com-
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plementing this, bow-tie diagrams ([79]), computational vulnerability scanning ([80]), and
probabilistic methods ([71], [31]) offer precise, quantifiable evaluations of risk elements.
These techniques underscore the value of quantifying cyberthreats, focusing on measurable
and objective risk analysis within the maritime. These methodologies diverge in their
application and focus. For instance, [25] utilizes quantitative risk assessments to examine
cyberattack scenarios in maritime systems. Conversely, the MV-HARM model by [81]
introduces a quantitative, graphical method for assessing risks within vessel networks,
presenting a hierarchical visualization of potential cyberthreats and security metrics ap-
plicable at various network levels. While these visual tools offer clarity, concerns about
their ability to fully capture the complexities of network interactions and cyberthreats may
exist. [78] has argued for an integrated approach that considers both safety and security,
advocating for developing dynamic and adaptive quantitative methods that can evolve with
the maritime industry.

The differences become apparent when presented with PASTA threat modeling, which
systematically examines targets, technical scopes, and threats to identify vulnerabilities.
PASTA provides a structured framework for identifying targets, such as the operational
technology systems of an autonomous ship, ensuring compliance with safety standards,
and crafting security mechanisms to protect these assets. In contrast to the quantitative
emphasis of CYRA-MS and similar frameworks, PASTA offers a comprehensive process
that spans from goal definition through threat analysis, leading to the development of
defense strategies. This allows for a holistic understanding of the threat environment,
where quantitative methods can inform the various stages of PASTA modeling, ensuring a
strong security posture for autonomous maritime operations.

The MITRE ATT&CK framework has been tailored to the maritime sector for adversarial
behavior modeling within navigation systems, as explored by [82]. This approach encom-
passes a comprehensive classification of system components, assessing potential failure
modes, and examining the ramifications of these failures. Alongside this, the framework
also delves into the computation of risk scores and categorization of risk tiers, focusing
predominantly on the detectability aspect of cyberthreats. The methodological application
extends to specific maritime components, enabling an exhaustive analysis of cyberthreats
and the evaluation of numerous mitigation tactics. Similarly, [83] devised a cyberthreat
management strategy for Autonomous Passenger Ships (APS), merging the principles from
the MITRE ATT&CK framework with the methodologies of Threat-Informed Defense
(TID) and Defense-in-Depth (DiD) strategies. This inclusive approach considers potential
failure modes, evaluates their probability and consequences, and computes risk priority
numbers as part of a comprehensive risk assessment.
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Further integrating MITRE ATT&CK with Failure Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA) for APS was the initiative of [84]. This integration, MITRE ATT&CK analysed
failure modes using enemy tactics and assessed not only their impact on operations, but
also their financial and security implications. [85] expanded upon this approach, aligning
it with existing standards and using MITRE ATT&CK tactics to pinpoint failure modes.
The efficiency of current detection methods was evaluated, the impact of potential failures
assessed, and mitigations identified, culminating in a risk prioritization algorithm that
guides the selection of countermeasures. A distinct analysis by [86] concentrated on
the literature about maritime cyberthreats and the exploration of prominent cyberattack
instances within the industry. By mapping out MITRE ATT&CK techniques and tactics
to ship systems, a thorough understanding of potential security weaknesses and attack
pathways was achieved.

While PASTA’s structured, step-by-step analysis is fundamental for uncovering and analyz-
ing vulnerabilities sequentially, using the MITRE ATT&CK framework, particularly in a
maritime, emphasizes an adversary-centric perspective. It provides a granular focus on
potential attackers’ tactics, techniques, and procedures, enabling a detailed mapping of
threat actor behaviors to specific system components. This contrast offers insights into the
varied maritime cyber risk assessment strategies. PASTA lays out a more traditional threat
modeling sequence, and MITRE ATT&CK offers a tactic-based lens to view potential
cyberattacks.

As discussed in the literature review, choosing between PASTA and other methodologies
such as MaCRA, STRIDE, CYRA-MS, and the MITRE ATT&CK framework involves
evaluating cyberthreat identification risk assessment approaches for autonomous maritime
operations. PASTA’s structured, step-by-step methodology and detailed threat analysis
suit the research of this thesis, making it the preferred choice for our research objectives.
This fit is evident in the comparative analysis, demonstrating PASTA’s ability to provide
a comprehensive process from target definition to threat analysis. In the next section,
the applicability of PASTA to our research will be further clarified, and the application
methodology will be discussed.

After comparing PASTA with other methodologies, we have found PASTA threat modeling
fits our scope and research. After that, we conducted extensive research about apply-
ing PASTA threat modeling. The methodology has been widely recognized and used
in various research fields, highlighting its adaptability and effectiveness in addressing
security challenges. In [87], researchers showcase the application of PASTA in the IoT
domain, highlighting its ability to mitigate security risks by integrating it into the software
development process through a Development, Security, and Operations tool-chain. This
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approach demonstrates the practical applicability and significant benefits of using PASTA
to mitigate vulnerabilities. [88] provides a comprehensive review and shows that PASTA
is described as a fundamental methodology for protecting critical assets and effectively
managing cyber risks, underlining its structured methodology and asset-centric focus. [89]
further explores the utility of PASTA in the IoT and details its adaptability in managing the
unique security risks and device limitations inherent in IoT systems. Beyond IoT, it extends
to enhancing network security, as discussed in [90], which mentions PASTA alongside
other methodologies for analyzing and mitigating threats in network environments. Finally,
[91] provides an in-depth analysis of PASTA and advocates its application in various envi-
ronments due to its flexibility and comprehensive approach to aligning security practices
with cybersecurity needs. Together with these studies, we have built our PASTA threat
modeling, which was implemented to strengthen autonomous ships’ cybersecurity, and our
methodology as explained in Section 4.
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4. Methodology

4.1 Introduction

This thesis takes a comprehensive approach and at the centre of this research is the
adaptation and application of the PASTA framework to assess vulnerabilities in navigation
systems, in particular ECDIS. This research has used open access peer-reviewed papers to
enrich the analysis and validate the findings, compiling findings that have been validated
in scientific academia and used to improve the work.

4.2 Research Design and Approach

The quantitative analysis derived from the PASTA framework allows for a nuanced under-
standing of the cyberthreat, providing a deep insight into the challenges and solutions for
securing autonomous ships. Tailored specifically to autonomous ship navigation systems,
the seven phases of the framework guide the analysis from initial system decomposition to
the development of targeted mitigation strategies. This process starts with a detailed exam-
ination of the navigation devices of autonomous ships, focusing on the decision-making
mechanism of ECDIS and AI within it. Subsequent phases include identifying potential
cyberthreat actors, cataloging possible threat scenarios, identifying system vulnerabilities,
modeling attack paths, and assessing the impact on COLREG compliance.

4.3 Data Collection and Analysis Methods

While investigating the cybersecurity aspects of autonomous ship navigation systems with
a focus on ECDIS, the PASTA threat modeling framework supported our data collection
and analysis methods. This approach ensured a comprehensive and accurate examination
of the topic.

The first phase included a comprehensive literature review. This step was critical to
identifying vulnerabilities, attack methods, and countermeasures for autonomous ship
systems. By analyzing academic articles and conference papers, we established a solid
foundation of current cybersecurity practices and highlighted key gaps in autonomous
navigation systems research.

Following the literature review, we performed a system decomposition of the navigation
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systems of autonomous ships guided by the PASTA framework. Based on the resources
we obtained, we developed our own models by improving the results used in academic
studies.

The threat identification phase allowed us to map potential cyberthreat actors and analyze
their capabilities, intentions, and methods. This step was instrumental in predicting possible
threat scenarios that could exploit the identified vulnerabilities and laid the groundwork
for a strong threat analysis.

Our vulnerability analysis focused on ECDIS and its subsystems to identify specific
vulnerabilities that cyberthreats could exploit. This phase was enriched by insights from
the literature review, which provided a comprehensive overview of the potential weaknesses
within the system.

Utilizing the information from the previous phases, we modeled attack paths following the
results of the literature review. This exercise demonstrated how adversaries could com-
promise system vulnerabilities to impact navigational integrity and COLREG compliance.
The attack modeling served as a visual tool to understand the potential consequences of
various cyberthreats and the potential COLREG violations that must be addressed.

The impact of these modeled attack paths on COLREG compliance was assessed, consider-
ing the potential for navigational errors, collisions, and other safety risks. This assessment
helped prioritize vulnerabilities, guiding the development of targeted mitigation strategies.

4.3.1 Ethical Framework for Utilizing Open-source Materials

Addressing the use of open-source materials to model attack path on autonomous ships,
this thesis underlines the necessity of ethical considerations. The research commits
to an ethical framework to ensure that such material is used responsibly and aims to
improve maritime cybersecurity without allowing malicious exploitation. Balancing the
accessibility of information with the potential risks involved, this thesis is committed to
ethically advancing the security of autonomous maritime operations.
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5. Results

5.1 Introduction

The primary technical contribution of this research is implementing and improving the
PASTA threat modeling framework to address cyberthreats targeting ECDIS and sub-
systems in autonomous ships. The research that developed this specific threat modeling
for autonomous ships marks an important technical step in maritime operations and cyber-
security. As the maritime industry advances, this proactive analysis of cyberthreats will be
instrumental in ensuring that the deployment of autonomous vessels is technologically ad-
vanced and safely compliant with navigational laws and standards. Based on PASTA threat
modeling, the structured methodology provided by this study offers a systematic approach
to cyberthreat detection and prevention in navigational systems and its decision-making
process.

As autonomous maritime technologies evolve and new systems are implemented, the
findings and methodologies from this research will provide a foundation for future studies
and future-proof the industry against cyberthreats. Wider adoption of autonomous ships
will be supported by this framework, contributing to their safe and secure operation
in an increasingly automated and interconnected maritime domain. Another important
outcome is highlighting the incompatibility of the navigation rules under consideration,
namely COLREG, with autonomous ships and contributing to the literature to start its
adaptation. This includes a step-by-step presentation of the threats that the selected
COLREG navigation rules may create in the future and the results of the mitigations to be
adapted to them.

5.2 PASTA Threat Modeling Application

5.2.1 System Decomposition

The decomposition of the ECDIS for autonomous vessels incorporates a multi-layered
architectural approach as depicted in our diagram shown in the Figure 5. This struc-
tured approach delineates the complex interdependencies and hierarchy of systems that
enable autonomous navigation. The overarching architecture integrates both hardware and
software elements, aligning navigational functionality with autonomous decision-making
capabilities. By collating and synthesizing insights from the literature, we have mapped
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out the intricate network of sensors, data pathways, and control mechanisms that form
the backbone of ECDIS. The resultant schema underscores the transition from traditional
seafaring paradigms to a digitally interconnected and self-sufficient navigation system
tailored for the emerging era of autonomous ships.

Figure 5. Decomposition of ECDIS and Decision-Making Algorithms.

In constructing the multi-tiered decomposition of ECDIS and the decision-making archi-
tecture for an autonomous ship, our methodology integrates insights from a spectrum of
seminal works. The schematic of network interactions is adapted from the foundational
research on [92], providing a road map for understanding the potential cyber-physical
interplays within an autonomous ship’s framework. Contributions from [58] underpin
the inclusion of sophisticated automation systems for autonomous ships, emphasizing the
criticality of cybersecurity in an industry advancing towards autonomy. The [74] study
informs our system architecture design.

Further enrichment of the ECDIS subsystems’ depiction draws from [30], which elucidates
the technical prerequisites and security imperatives of maritime navigation systems in
contemporary cyber-physical ecosystems. To capture the nuances of ECDIS integration
within autonomous ships, we reference [93], giving the key schemes of IT and the OT
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components for autonomous ships.

The dynamic between different layers of the decision-making process for MASS is articu-
lated through the lens of [94]. In contrast, [95] provides us with a structured technology
framework for autonomous ship navigation, the communication between Layer 3 and the
ECDIS subsystems, and outputs that come to the collision avoidance system.

From [96], we extracted the essence of the decision-making layer, detailing the complex
network of OT and IT devices and the important role of AIS in maritime communication
schemes. This work and [28] shape our understanding of autonomous ships’ overarching
OT and system architecture overview.

To delve into the communication dynamics within the decision-making hierarchy, [2] high-
lights the critical interactions between situational awareness instruments and autonomous
decision-making algorithms. More detailed, it gives us a reference to a detailed communi-
cation scheme between the Layer 3 decision-making phases consisting of communication
between situational awareness detection equipment like Radar, LiDAR, AIS, and the
autonomous decision-making algorithms.

Addressing the human element, [97] provides insight into the mechanisms that enable hu-
man override controls, ensuring that human expertise remains a fail-safe with autonomous
decision-making algorithms as our main concept.

The link between ECDIS sub-components and Layer 3 - decision-making is further clarified
by [98], which maps out the safety control structure within an autonomous vessel. The [99]
showed us the Three-layered approach for driving a vessel for autonomous ships which
describes our Vessel traffic management integration.

The concept design for the Layer 4 data and their connection to each data from the decision-
making and autonomy are referenced from [100]. This is complemented by the focused
analysis within [101], which informs the MASS decision-making and autonomy layer,
and [102], which showed us the creation of Layer 4 - inputs for decision-making making
which is described as Decision-making process of ship autonomous collision avoidance
the process of decision-making for collision avoidance into a discrete layer within our
decomposition model.
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Layer 0 - Autonomous Vessel

The Autonomous Vessel forms the base level of our structural decomposition, representing
the entire vessel as a holistic and autonomous entity. This layer acts as an overarching
boundary for the whole system, symbolizing the vessel as a singular unit operating with
full autonomy. All subsequent layers and their respective components fit and function
within this scope. The autonomous ship, as conceptualized in this model, is a synthesis
of advanced technologies that enable maritime operations to be conducted autonomously
without direct human oversight. The identification of this layer underlines the transforma-
tional shift from traditional crewed operations towards a future in which the ship itself
emerges as the central actor, autonomously navigating the complexities of the maritime
domain.

Layer 1 - Primary Functional Categories

It categorizes the autonomous ship into operational columns that are critical to its indepen-
dent functioning. This categorization clearly describes the ship’s systemic capabilities and
responsibilities.

Navigation System: At the center of autonomous operations is the navigation system,
the ship’s cerebral tool for geographical orientation and course-plotting. This subsystem
is supported by ECDIS, which integrates ENCs with real-time data to provide a compre-
hensive navigational picture. Complementing ECDIS, GNSS provides the point position
accuracy required for precision navigation. Together with RADAR/ARPA systems for
obstacle detection and AIS for maritime traffic awareness, the navigation system enables
the vessel to plot and follow an optimized course through the seascape. The VDR acts
as the ship’s black box, recording vital navigational data for safety audits and incident
analysis.

Communication System: Serving as the ship’s communication link, this system bridges
the gap between the ship and external entities such as other ships, harbor authorities, and
satellite communications. The system, which includes devices such as RADAR/ARPA
and VDR, is important for disseminating and receiving essential operational data. It is
integrated with the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) to ensure that
the ship remains in constant communication readiness for safety and coordination, giving
us a clear link with ECDIS.

Steering: This mechanical domain manages the ship’s propulsion and direction of travel
by translating the autonomous system’s decisions into physical movement. It includes the
engine control mechanisms, the rudder for steering, and the thrusters for maneuverability,
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all of which are important for the navigation and positioning of the ship in sea areas. In this
thesis, the important components of ECDIS are the engine control, rudder, and thrusters of
the autonomous ship.

Sensor and Data Analysis: A network of environmental and internal sensors act as the
ship’s sensory system, collecting data ranging from meteorological conditions to engine
performance measurements. These sensors feed advanced data processing units, including
AI algorithms and neural networks, which analyze and synthesize information to aid
decision-making. This analysis underpins the ship’s ability to interpret its environment
autonomously, adapt to changing conditions, and make informed navigational choices.

Layer 2 - Sub-Systems and Control Mechanisms:

It describes the complex network of specialized subsystems within the autonomous ship,
each designed to perform different but interdependent tasks. These subsystems are opera-
tions that translate the broader commands of Layer 1 into specific actions.

ECDIS Sub-System: The ECDIS Subsystem receives a wide variety of inputs to create
a dynamic and detailed representation of the marine environment. According to our
findings, all ECDIS sub-systems are analyzed as shown in the Figure 5. ENCs provide
geographical data, while GPS receivers enhance this with accurate position data. Course
and speed sensors provide information on the vessel’s heading and speed, which is critical
for course adjustments and optimization. AIS data provides real-time traffic information,
enabling proactive navigational decisions in restricted sea lanes. Contributing to the
all-round view of ECDIS are sensory inputs from LiDAR/LADAR, which maps the
immediate environment with high accuracy, and infrared cameras that extend the ship’s
perception into the thermal spectrum, which is invaluable during night navigation or
in foggy conditions. Weather transmitters keep the system informed of meteorological
changes, allowing adjustments to be made for atmospheric conditions, while echo sounder
data reveals underwater topography and potential hazards, ensuring safe passage.

Engine Monitoring and Control System: This system is important behind the au-
tonomous ship’s movement and is carefully regulated by sensor feedback and navigation
decisions. It harmonizes the output from the navigation system to modulate propulsion
power, ensuring that the ship sticks to the plotted course with optimum fuel efficiency and
engine performance. The system continuously interfaces with navigation data to adjust the
ship’s power and steering mechanisms, facilitating responsive and calculated movements
in the water.
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Auxiliary Systems: Auxiliary systems provide critical support functions that ensure the
continuous operation of the ship. Power generation subsystems fulfill the ship’s electrical
requirements and ensure that all systems have an uninterrupted power supply. Emergency
systems, consisting of auxiliary power units and automatic distress signaling devices,
increase the ship’s resilience to unforeseen events and scenarios, ensuring safety and
compliance with international maritime safety standards.

Human-Machine Interfaces: Despite the autonomous nature of the ship, human-machine
interfaces are integral and serve as important links between the ship and human controllers.
Shore-based control centers are remote hubs for operation, monitoring, and response and
provide a layer of human oversight and expertise. Manual control stations on board provide
the means for direct human control when required and ensure that critical decision-making
capabilities are maintained in exceptional circumstances.

Environmental Monitoring: Consisting of a network of meteorological and oceano-
graphic sensors, this subsystem collects environmental data that can affect navigational
safety and operational efficiency. Meteorological sensors monitor atmospheric conditions
such as wind, temperature, and humidity, while oceanographic instruments provide infor-
mation on marine phenomena such as currents, wave height, and water saltiness. Together,
these inputs enrich the ship’s data ecosystem, enabling adaptive responses to the dynamic
marine environment.

Layer 3 - Decision Making and Autonomy

It represents the intellectual center of the autonomous ship, where complex algorithms
and computational logic come together to exploit the decision-making capacity of trained
data and inputs. This layer is where autonomy moves from concept to implementation,
enabling the ship to navigate with human-like understanding and accuracy.

Autonomous Decision-Making Algorithms: At the center of this layer are sophisticated
algorithms that extract large data feeds to generate navigation decisions autonomously. This
involves integrating and comprehensively analyzing real-time information from GNSS,
ECDIS, RADAR, and various other sensors and transforming it into a rich texture of
situational awareness. Key functions include route planning and optimization, where
algorithms calculate the most efficient routes while respecting environmental constraints
and designated restricted areas. Furthermore, these systems use sensor inputs and AIS data
to adjust collision avoidance maneuvers and ensure safe passage dynamically.

Feedback Loops: Integral to the system’s adaptability are feedback loops that allow the
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vessel to modify its behavior in response to sensory and operational feedback. Continu-
ous monitoring of the vessel’s condition and the marine environment triggers calibrated
adjustments to course, speed, and other navigational parameters.

Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) Integration: The ship’s communicative and cooperative
interaction with VTS systems is essential for safe operations. This function ensures regular,
automatic exchange of navigational data with shore-based traffic observers, compliance
with maritime traffic regulations, and cooperative navigation within established maritime
traffic frameworks. Automated responses to VTS directives and synchronized interactions
with port operations facilitate efficient passage through controlled waterways and exacting
enforcement of berthing and departure times.

ML and Adaptive Algorithms: Underlying this decision-making layer is the application
of ML algorithms that serve as the evolving computational layer of autonomous navigation.
These algorithms specialize in pattern recognition, identifying deviations from established
operational baselines and flagging anomalies. Their continuous learning capacity allows
for iterative optimization and fine-tuning of performance parameters based on cumulative
experiences and emerging data patterns, thus improving the ship’s navigational intelligence
over time.

Human Modifiable Controls: Despite the high degree of autonomy, the system retains
provisions for human oversight through interfaces and protocols that allow manual interven-
tion. Remote control interfaces provide an additional layer of safety and decision-making
by allowing human operators to assume control when necessary. Manual override protocols
have been meticulously crafted to allow human commanders to intervene effectively during
complex navigational scenarios or in the event of autonomous system failures. These
controls ensure that while the vessel is capable of self-management, the invaluable insights
and judgments of human expertise remain an integral component of maritime operations,
thus combining the technological advances of autonomous navigation with the nuanced
judgments of human experience.

Layer 4 - Inputs for Decision Making

It is transformed into an intelligence that utilizes the autonomous ship’s cognitive abilities,
contains the data necessary for informed decision-making, and at the same time, puts it
into action.

Data Integration and Analysis: Acting as the cerebral brain of the ship, this component
combines different data flows into a unified and coherent whole by carefully merging them.
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This integration process synthesizes information from GNSS, ECDIS, RADAR, and a
range of sensory inputs into a navigable form. By making sense of this combined data,
the system provides the comprehensive situational awareness required for navigational
efficiency and safety at sea.

Autonomous Navigation Decisions: The data becomes the driving force for autonomous
navigation decisions regarding the ship’s trajectory and speed. These decisions are made
autonomously and are calculated through sophisticated algorithms that take into account
both instantaneous and expected sea conditions. The system continuously plots and
redraws routes, optimizing them for efficiency and compliance with maritime regulations
and environmental management.

Collision Avoidance System: The collision avoidance system is the key to the ship’s safety
measures. This framework enables the ship to perform autonomous avoidance maneuvers
using integrated data to detect potential collision risks in advance. The system is calibrated
to take into account dynamic variables such as the position, speed, and heading of nearby
vessels. This part of the system is a key element in our case studies that helps us discover
critical COLREG failures.

After decomposing ECDIS and developing a comprehensive understanding of the layered
decision-making architecture on an autonomous vessel, we have detailed the various
components and their interconnections. This detailed understanding plays an important role
in identifying potential vulnerabilities and the points within the system where cyberattacks
can be most effective. Our informed perspective allows us to anticipate how threat actors
can exploit these complex systems. Consequently, the logical progression of strengthening
our cybersecurity posture is the identification of potential threat elements. This includes
understanding who might target these systems and their capabilities.

5.2.2 Identify Threat Agents:

Identifying threat actors is an important step in the PASTA threat modeling process. Threat
actors can range from individual hackers to organized crime syndicates, state-sponsored
groups, and even insiders with access to the system. Each agent brings unique threats
depending on their resources, technical skills, and motivations. Understanding the profiles
of these agents and their potential attack vectors will be important in assessing the risks
to the autonomous ship’s ECDIS and related subsystems. In this phase, we will classify
these agents, estimate their potential to exploit specific vulnerabilities for ECDIS and its
components and assess the likely impact of such breaches on the operational integrity and
safety of the ship.
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In our case studies, we identified a number of potential threat elements that could target
ECDIS and other critical systems of autonomous ships. This identification process is
essential in applying the PASTA threat modeling methodology and allows us to adapt
cybersecurity measures to various factors effectively. These threat elements, each with
different motives and capabilities, are selected for different case studies.

Cyber Sea Pirates: This category of threat actor focuses on exploiting autonomous vessels
for financial gain or to disrupt maritime operations. By targeting the vessel’s navigational
and operational systems, maritime pirates can create security risks and potentially lead to
hijacking, cargo theft, and even environmental damage in search of ransom or booty.

Internal Personnel: Employees with system access present a unique security challenge,
whether they act maliciously or accidentally. This can come from employees manipulated
by external organizations or who need greater cybersecurity awareness.

Generic Hackers: These individuals or groups spread malware to extort ransom, charac-
terized by a lower technological level. Their attacks could potentially disrupt the ECDIS
by locking out essential functionalities or manipulating data.

Amateur and Ethical Hackers: With varied goals from self-improvement to system
enhancement, these actors have moderate to high levels of skill. Ethical hackers, in
particular, can help to improve ECDIS systems by finding and reporting vulnerabilities.

External Service Providers: These actors may seek to extract valuable data or compromise
the ECDIS through the supply chain. The systems could be compromised through updates
or maintenance activities performed by these providers.

Hacktivists and Criminal Hackers: Individuals or groups with an agenda to disrupt
operations or steal for monetary gain. These actors might seek to disrupt the ECDIS as
a form of protest or to commandeer the vessel for criminal purposes, such as theft or
smuggling.

Competitors, Terrorists, and State Actors: These groups are typically highly skilled
and have resources at their disposal that can enable sophisticated attacks against ECDIS
systems. Their motives can range from industrial espionage to political, economic, or
military advantage.
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5.2.3 Catalog Threat Scenarios

In an effort to catalog potential threat scenarios for ECDIS and sub-components that affect
ECDIS data within the framework of an autonomous ship, we have identified several
key assets that are integral to its operation. These assets, essential to the navigation and
safety of the ship, must be protected against cyberthreats. Focusing on ECDIS-related
assets enables an intensive examination of vulnerabilities and the formulation of strong
countermeasures.

ECDIS as a Key Component: ECDIS is the primary electronic charting tool that provides
critical decision support for safe and efficient maritime navigation. It integrates various data
streams to provide a real-time, comprehensive navigational picture that is important for the
autonomous ship’s continuous adaptation to the dynamic maritime environment. ECDIS is
a high-value target for cyberthreats due to its central importance in ship navigation. Threat
scenarios could include corruption of chart data or false input from its sub-components
defined in Section 5.2.1, leading to incorrect navigational outputs or disruption of decision
support capabilities that could seriously jeopardize navigational safety.

ECDIS Subsystem Assets: ENC data is the digital foundation on which ECDIS operates
and is as valuable as the system itself. In addition, sensory inputs from LiDAR/LADAR,
infrared cameras, and echo sounders collectively enrich the situational awareness of ECDIS.
Threat scenarios may involve manipulating this sensory data, potentially creating false
navigational environments, or increasing the risk of marine accidents by concealing real
hazards.

Decision-Making and Autonomy Assets: At the center of autonomous navigation are the
algorithms that drive navigational strategies and the feedback loops that facilitate the ship’s
responsive adaptability. cyberthreats targeting these algorithms can disrupt autonomous
decision-making, potentially leading to unsafe navigation choices or an inability to react to
emerging situations.

Inputs for Decision Making: Data integration and analysis provide a convergence point
for multiple data streams and serve as the information infrastructure for autonomous
decisions. Threats to this process can undermine the entire navigational decision-making
framework, leading to incorrect course adjustments or inadequate speed changes. A
collision avoidance system that relies on accurate data synthesis is particularly vulnerable;
a compromised system may fail to detect collision risks, endangering the ship and its
environment.
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5.2.4 Identify Vulnerabilities

Following the cataloging of potential threat scenarios, the next stage in developing our
cybersecurity threat modeling involves the identification of specific vulnerabilities and
corresponding cyberthreats within focusing ECDIS and sub-systems. We have examined
the vulnerabilities that represent weaknesses that could be exploited by the mentioned
cyberthreats, potentially resulting in navigational errors or even collisions.

ECDIS Vulnerabilities

Hardware and Configuration Vulnerabilities

The foundational layers of ECDIS security are compromised by basic hardware and
configuration oversights, such as open USB ports and poorly configured firewalls. These
vulnerabilities create entry points for unauthorized access, allowing cyberattacks to bypass
security measures through malware installation or exploit default settings, including default
passwords [25]. This is a potential vulnerability for autonomous ships when systems are
controlled and updated via the Remote Control Center (RCC) and could be a possible
attack vector to manipulate the ships’ systems and decision-making processes.

Software and System Integrity Challenges

Outdated software significantly compounds the risk, rendering ECDIS systems vulnerable
to known exploits and reducing their resilience against cyberthreats. The tendency of
ECDIS to run on obsolete systems exacerbates these vulnerabilities, leaving essential
navigation and safety systems exposed to cyberattacks due to unsecured sensors and
outdated protocols [93]. Knowing that an un-updated system runs through ECDIS, this
could be a potential backdoor to manipulate the data or decision-making phase Layer 3,
which is affecting Autonomous decision-making algorithms for potential collision.

Lack of Segmentation

Integration of ECDIS with various other shipboard systems without adequate network
segmentation creates a significant vulnerability in the maritime navigation infrastructure.
While it is important for operational effectiveness that ECDIS relies on data from other
navigation systems such as GPS, RADAR, and AIS, it creates a converged network
environment where the accidental compromise of one system can potentially compromise
the entire network’s security. This lack of segmentation means that peripheral or less
secure systems vulnerabilities can serve as entry points for cyberthreats, allowing malicious
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entities to propagate attacks or gain unauthorized access to critical navigation systems.

Attack Types Targeting ECDIS Vulnerabilities

ECDIS vulnerabilities open pathways for various cyberattacks, from social engineering and
phishing to malware installation and Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, aiming to disrupt ship
operations and compromise safety. The spectrum of attack types extends to eavesdropping,
spoofing, and unauthorized access, each capable of altering navigational data or outright
disabling the ECDIS [25].

Social Engineering Attacks: Social engineering attacks manipulate human factors to trick
individuals into disclosing confidential information or performing actions that compromise
the ECDIS system [7]. Through deceptive emails, messages, or websites, attackers can
gain unauthorized access to ECDIS systems, enabling them to manipulate navigational
data or install malicious software. Such tactics often exploit crew members’ trust and lack
of cybersecurity awareness, underscoring the need for stringent cybersecurity training and
protocols, especially in ports or RCC.

Malware Installation: The installation of malware on ECDIS systems presents a significant
threat, allowing attackers to disrupt ship operations from a distance [7]. Malware can be
designed to corrupt navigational data, disable the ECDIS, or gain remote control over the
ship’s navigational systems [103]. The entry points for malware include compromised
software updates, which could lead to a potential compromise of whole network and supply
chain attacks.

DoS Attacks: DoS attacks aim to overload the ECDIS system with excessive requests
or traffic, rendering it unable to perform its navigational functions. This can lead to a
temporary or permanent system disruption, potentially placing the ship and its crew in
challenging situations. DoS attacks can originate from external networks or be triggered
by malware within the ship’s systems, emphasizing the need for effective network security
and traffic monitoring solutions.

Eavesdropping: Eavesdropping involves the unauthorized interception of data being trans-
mitted to or from the ECDIS system [103]. This can enable attackers to gain insight into
sensitive navigational information, ship movements, and operational plans. By exploiting
vulnerabilities in the communication infrastructure, eavesdroppers can collect data that may
be used for further attacks or sold to interested parties, necessitating the use of encrypted
communication channels and secure data protocols.
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Unauthorized Access: Unauthorized access to ECDIS systems can occur through vari-
ous means, including exploiting weak passwords, unpatched software vulnerabilities, or
insecure network connections. Once inside the system, attackers can alter navigational
data, delete critical information, or introduce false information, jeopardizing the safety of
the vessel. Implementing strong authentication methods, regular software updates, and
network segmentation are important in preventing unauthorized access [25].

ECDIS Sub-system Vulnerabilities

Each sub-component of ECDIS, including the sensors and network connections that feed
navigational data into the system, may be vulnerable to specific cyberthreats. For example,
communication channels between GNSS and ECDIS can be compromised or disrupted,
sensor spoofing can feed false data into the system, and any weak link in data encryption
can be exploited to gain unauthorized data access.

AIS Vulnerabilities

Communication Protocol Vulnerabilities: AIS’s reliance on specific communication pro-
tocols without adequate security measures leaves it susceptible to various cyberattacks,
emphasizing the need for protocol enhancement and security hardening [25].

Absence of Encryption and Authentication: As shown in the research by [25] and [93],
the lack of encryption and integrity checks within AIS systems exposes them to data
manipulation risks, where critical navigational and identification information can be altered
undetected.

Integration with Navigation: The ability of AIS to integrate with systems such as GNSS
and ECDIS increases its vulnerability to attacks such as spoofing and jamming, directly
affecting the reliability of navigational outputs and potentially leading to navigational
errors[7].

Default Passwords and Unauthorized Access: The use of default passwords can lead
to unauthorized access, allowing attackers to perform adverse actions such as altering
navigational information, which endangers both the vessel and its operations([7][25]).

DoS Attacks and Data Manipulation: A significant proportion of AIS systems are vulnera-
ble to DoS attacks, which can disrupt their functionality, and logical vulnerabilities that
allow the injection of invalid data, undermining the system’s reliability [104].
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Attack Types Targeting AIS Vulnerabilities

Eavesdropping and Jamming: These attacks exploit the open nature of AIS communi-
cations, allowing attackers to intercept or block the transmission of critical data, thus
compromising navigational safety and data integrity [25].

Spoofing and AIS Data Manipulation: Spoofing attacks involve broadcasting false AIS
signals to misrepresent a vessel’s position or identity, potentially leading to navigational
confusion or collisions [3].

DoS: By targeting the AIS protocol or leveraging logical vulnerabilities, attackers can
render AIS systems inoperative, directly affecting the ship’s ability to navigate safely and
communicate effectively [104].

Ghost Ships and False Information: Creating fictitious vessel signals (’ghost ships’) or
broadcasting false navigational warnings exploits AIS’s security gaps, leading to real-world
dangers for maritime traffic [105].

GMDSS Vulnerabilities

Data Integrity Concerns: The manipulation of GMDSS data, particularly weather condi-
tions and ship positioning, brings significant risks. Such alterations can lead to hazardous
situations, misleading vessels into navigating dangerous paths or underestimating weather-
related risks [7].

Confidentiality Breaches: Unauthorized access to GMDSS systems can lead to a breach
of confidentiality, undermining the safety and operational protocols of the vessel. The
dissemination of sensitive information can severely harm ship operations and compromise
safety measures [7].

Attack Types Targeting GMDSS Vulnerabilities

The vulnerabilities built into the GMDSS framework open up several ways for cyberattacks,
each with the potential to significantly disrupt maritime security and communications.

False Data Transmission and Identity Spoofing: Attackers can transmit false data or spoof
the vessel’s identity, compromising the cargo’s security and the safety of individuals
onboard. Such attacks undermine the integrity of GMDSS communications and can lead
to misinformed decisions [7].
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Unauthorized Access and Emergency Protocol Tampering: Gaining unauthorized access
with elevated privileges can result in deactivating emergency protocols or their inappropri-
ate activation [7].

Signal Jamming and Spoofing: GPS signal jamming, and spoofing are sophisticated
attacks that prevent the receiver from acquiring accurate positioning signals, leading to
potential navigation errors. By convincing the positioning systems to accept counterfeit
signals, attackers can cause unintentional course corrections, further endangering maritime
navigation[3].

RF Signal Disruption: Given GMDSS’s reliance on radio frequencies (RF) for distress
signals and safety communication, it is particularly vulnerable to RF jamming or spoofing
attacks. Such disruptions can incapacitate the system’s ability to communicate distress
signals or safety messages effectively [28].

Authentication and Encryption Deficiencies: The risk associated with transmitting verified
distress signals underscores the importance of signal verification by external entities such
as the RCC. Additionally, encrypting signals is important to safeguard against unauthorized
access and ensure the confidentiality and integrity of transmitted data [105].

Decision Making and Autonomy Vulnerabilities

Autonomous systems are vulnerable to various adversarial attacks, as noted in Sec-
tion 5.2.4. Such vulnerabilities can occur in various subsystems, including ECDIS, its
sub-components, and the wider situational awareness modules summarised in Section 5.2.1.
The main areas of vulnerability can be as follows:

Training Data: The foundation of ML models, where the integrity and security of the data
determine the reliability of autonomous decision-making processes.

ECDIS: Central to maritime vessels’ navigation and operational functionality, vulnerabili-
ties here can directly impact navigational accuracy and safety given in Section 5.2.4.

ECDIS Sub-systems: Specific attacks targeting navigation and communication subsystems
undermine the vessel’s operational integrity, which sends its data to ECDIS as shown in
Section 5.2.4.

Layer 3 - Decision Making and Autonomy: As defined in Section 5.2.1, it encompasses the
core algorithms responsible for making autonomous decisions, where vulnerabilities could
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lead to compromised operational decisions.

Target Model: Refers to the specific ML models employed by the system, where vulnera-
bilities might allow for exploitation through adversarial attacks.

Backdoor: Covert vulnerabilities intentionally embedded within the system can be ex-
ploited to gain unauthorized access or manipulate system behavior.

Software Dependency for Training Model: The reliance on external or third-party software
components may introduce vulnerabilities due to security weaknesses.

Adversarial Attacks on Autonomous Ships Targeting Decision Making

Attackers can launch targeted attacks against this reliance by attempting to exploit vulnera-
bilities such as insecure wireless communication channels, inadequately protected data
storage, or non-encrypted data transmission. These attacks can lead to a series of failures
in autonomous decision-making systems.

The reliance on advanced ML and AI systems for decision-making, object detection, and
situational awareness, as given in Section 2.1.1 introduces a novel category of cybersecurity
threats: adversarial attacks. These attacks are designed to exploit the vulnerabilities of
AI/ML algorithms, potentially leading to catastrophic outcomes in terms of navigational
safety and operational security. Such manipulations, often imperceptible to humans, can
deceive AI systems into making erroneous decisions, misidentifying objects, or failing to
recognize obstacles, thereby compromising navigational safety and operational security.

Exploring Adversarial Attack Types

Adversarial attacks on autonomous ships can take various sophisticated forms, each aimed
at undermining the reliability and integrity of AI-driven systems. Studies such as those
by [24], [23], and [106] have shown how different types of adversarial attack methods,
including Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM), Iterative FGSM, Momentum Iterative
FGSM, and Predictive Gradient Descent, can significantly degrade the performance of
these AI models. These methods exploit the model’s dependence on the input data to reveal
perturbations that lead to misclassification or non-detection of objects, targeting our scope,
which is important for mitigating non-compliance with COLREG.

Perturbation Attack: By crafting specific queries, attackers can deceive ML algorithms into
making erroneous decisions, disrupting the vessel’s situational awareness and decision-
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making processes.

Model Inversion and Membership Inference: These techniques aim to extract sensitive
information about the ML model’s features or training data, raising significant privacy and
intellectual property concerns.

Model Stealing: Through strategic querying, attackers can deduce a model’s parameters and
architecture, enabling them to replicate or steal the model, thus compromising intellectual
property.

Physical Domain Examples: Modifying physical inputs or spoofing sensor data can
cause an ML-based vessel navigation system to misinterpret its environment, leading to
potentially hazardous navigational errors.

Supply Chain and ML Lifecycle Attacks: Interfering with the ML lifecycle, including
data manipulation or exploiting software vulnerabilities, can lead to compromised model
integrity and functionality.

Backdoor Attacks and Software Dependency Exploits: Inserting backdoors in models or
targeting software dependencies introduces risks of unauthorized access and manipulation
of ML systems, altering their outputs to achieve malicious objectives.

Reprogramming and Poisoning: Altering the operational parameters of an ML system or
corrupting its training data undermines the system’s accuracy and reliability, posing severe
risks to navigational safety and decision-making accuracy.

Evasion through Deep Learning Model Manipulation: Specific focus on adversarial attacks
against You Only Look Once (YOLO) version 5 or 3, which are real-time object detection
models used in autonomous ships in the research done by [24] and [106], other deep learn-
ing models illustrates the potential for manipulated input data to cause misclassification
or inaccurate object detection, directly threatening the safety and operational integrity of
autonomous ships.

Clean-Label Poisoning Attack: This subtle attack corrupts AI models’ training data without
altering the labels, leading to incorrect classifications. Such manipulation can prevent the
accurate detection of threats, exemplifying a grave security risk to autonomous maritime
operations.
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Incorrect Inputs to Decision Making

Incorrect or manipulated inputs fed into the autonomous vessel’s decision-making al-
gorithms can lead to erroneous navigational decisions. This can be caused by hijacked
sensors, AIS spoofing, or manipulated inputs from collision avoidance systems. The
integrity of data integration and analysis processes is key to preventing the exploitation of
such vulnerabilities, which could otherwise lead to navigation errors or delayed responses
to real-time sea conditions.

Vulnerabilities from Compromised Systems

Compromised Navigation Systems: Data manipulation within critical navigation systems
such as ECDIS, GNSS, and AIS can directly lead to incorrect navigational decisions [93].
Such manipulated data can result from cyberattacks targeting the signal processing and
transmission capabilities of these systems, causing navigational errors[7].

AI-Driven Decision-Making Compromise: AI and ML systems underpin autonomous
ship operations and are particularly vulnerable to being fed incorrect inputs. This could
lead to miscalculations in navigational paths and decision-making processes, ultimately
endangering the ship [28].

Sensor Deception: Attacks aimed at deceiving or degrading sensors, such as radar, LiDAR,
or GNSS systems, directly impact navigation by providing incorrect data for decision-
making processes. These deceptions can significantly derail an autonomous ship’s course
and safety protocols[28].

Path Planning and Trajectory Optimization: Manipulated inputs can adversely affect the
autonomous ship’s path planning and trajectory optimization processes, leading to unsafe
routing and potential collisions. Incorrect or tampered ENC data undermines the safety
and efficiency of vessel operations, posing significant risks to autonomous ship operations
[107].

Weather Routing and Ship Handling: Cyberattacks targeting weather information systems
can provide incorrect weather data to autonomous ships, leading to sub-optimal routing
decisions and endangering the vessel during adverse weather conditions[108].

Attack Types Leading to Incorrect Inputs

Spoofing and Jamming: Techniques such as spoofing and jamming are used to manipulate
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the sensory input of autonomous ships, misleading navigation systems about the ship’s
true position or the presence of other objects in its surrounding environment[25].

Adversarial Data Manipulation: Specially crafted adversarial attacks manipulate the
input data to AI and ML systems, causing these systems to make incorrect predictions or
judgments. Such manipulations can severely compromise navigational decisions and the
overall safety of maritime operations [25].

Coordinated and Overwhelming Alerts: Novel attack concepts, such as coordinated attacks,
can cause navigation systems like AIS to display incorrect or conflicting information.
Similarly, overwhelming alert attacks can saturate the decision-making systems with false
alarms, leading to potential misinterpretations and operational collisions [104].

5.2.5 Impact on COLREG Compliance

Following the systematic categorization of identified cybersecurity threats and vulnera-
bilities affecting autonomous maritime systems, we mapped the COLREG rules to these
categorized cyberthreats. This aims to prevent maritime accidents involving potential
autonomous vessels by addressing the complexities and potential uncertainties in the
COLREG regulations.

Following the systematic categorization of identified cybersecurity threats and vulnerabili-
ties affecting autonomous maritime systems, we constructed a detailed scheme mapping
the COLREG rules to these categorized cyberthreats. This table serves as a foundation
for understanding how specific cyberthreats correlate with potential breaches in COLREG
compliance, aiming to prevent maritime accidents involving autonomous vessels by ad-
dressing the complexities and potential uncertainties in the COLREG regulations. The
comprehensive mapping is presented in Figure 6, which provides a structured overview of
the intersecting points between cybersecurity and navigational safety.

Rule 2 - Responsibility: Autonomous ships, guided by algorithms and reliant on potentially
manipulated data, blur traditional lines of responsibility. Ensuring these vessels adhere to
COLREG despite incorrect inputs demands strong algorithmic accountability measures,
possibly requiring new legal frameworks to define responsibility when decisions are
delegated to AI.
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Figure 6. Multi-Layered Threat Analysis Model for ECDIS in the Context of COLREG Compliance.
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Cyberthreats such as manipulation of decision-making algorithms or interference with
human override controls compromise a vessel’s ability to adhere to the responsibility
principle. Malicious tampering could render autonomous decisions unsafe or prevent
necessary human intervention, directly impacting the vessel’s responsibility as stipulated
by Rule 2.

Rule 5 - Look-out: Spoofing or disabling of sensory equipment like Radar, LiDAR, or
cameras can fail to detect nearby vessels or obstacles. This directly contravenes Rule 5,
which mandates a proper look-out by sight and hearing and all available means to assess
any risk of collision.

Rule 7 - Risk of Collision: Autonomous systems must assess the risk of collision based
on the data received from sensors and ECDIS. Erroneous data can lead to incorrect
assessments. Amendments might be necessary to outline the standards for data accuracy,
integrity, and the decision-making logic used by autonomous ships to assess collision risks.

AIS spoofing or data manipulation brings significant risks by affecting the tools within the
ECDIS used for assessing collision risks. Erroneous AIS data could lead to miscalculated
assessments, causing overreaction or underestimation of collision risks, thereby violating
Rule 7.

Rule 8 - Action to Avoid Collision: This rule requires actions to avoid collisions to be taken
by the rules and to be positive, made in ample time, and with due regard. For autonomous
ships, the challenge lies in programming nuanced decision-making that can adapt to
incorrect data. The rule may need to include system checks and balances provisions that
ensure actions are based on verified data.

Disruption or manipulation of decision-making processes through adversarial inputs or
malware impacts an autonomous ship’s capability to take appropriate, timely, and sufficient
action to avoid collisions, challenging compliance with Rule 8.

Rule 9 - Narrow Channels: Directs that a vessel proceeding along the course of a narrow
channel or fairway shall stay near the outer limit of the channel or fairway, which lies
on her starboard side, as safe and practicable. The challenge for autonomous ships is
accurately interpreting channel boundaries with incorrect ECDIS data.

GPS spoofing affecting the ship’s understanding of its position can cause deviation from
the correct side of a narrow channel. Misleading positional data could lead to violations of
Rule 9, which mandates vessels to keep to the starboard side in narrow channels.
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Rule 10 - Traffic Separation Schemes: Autonomous vessels must navigate Traffic Sep-
aration Schemes accurately, which depends on the integrity of the navigational data and
the vessel’s ability to interpret and act on this data correctly. Revisions might focus on
the requirements for autonomous ships to verify navigational data’s accuracy and respond
appropriately to detected discrepancies.

Manipulation of ECDIS systems to display incorrect traffic separation scheme information
could result in an autonomous vessel incorrectly navigating through these schemes, failing
to comply with Rule 10.

Rule 13 - Overtaking: Defines the responsibilities between vessels when one is overtaking
another. Autonomous ships must have algorithms capable of identifying when they are
overtaking another vessel and executing the maneuver safely by the COLREG. Sensor
spoofing can impair an autonomous vessel’s perception system, preventing the accurate
identification of vessels from being overtaken. This undermines the safe execution of
overtaking maneuvers, contravening Rule 13.

Rule 14 - Head-on Situation: Applies when two power-driven vessels are meeting on
reciprocal or nearly reciprocal courses, requiring them to alter course to starboard so
that each passes on the port side of the other. For an autonomous ship, interference with
communication systems may lead to failure to transmit or receive maneuver intentions in
head-on situations. This compromises the ability to take appropriate action as per Rule 14,
potentially leading to unsafe encounters.

Rule 15 - Crossing Situation: When two power-driven vessels are crossing to involve
collision risk, the ship with the other on her starboard side must keep out of the way.
Adversarial attacks on AI algorithms could misinterpret which vessel has the right of way
in crossing situations. Incorrect navigational actions taken due to these manipulations
challenge the adherence to Rule 15.

Rule 16 - Action by Give-way Vessel: Specifies the requirements for the vessel that has
been designated to give way in a situation involving the risk of collision. Cyberattacks
affecting a vessel’s ability to recognize itself as the give-way vessel or to execute correct
maneuvers may lead to non-compliance with Rule 16, heightening the risk of collision. An
autonomous ship, relying on incorrect data from ECDIS, may not accurately identify itself
as the give-way vessel or may execute inappropriate maneuvers based on flawed situational
awareness. This rule might need to be adapted to include mechanisms for verifying the
data accuracy used in the decision-making process.
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Rule 17 - Action by Stand-on Vessel: Dictates the responsibilities of the vessel that has the
right to maintain its course and speed, known as the "stand-on" vessel, in situations that
could lead to a collision. An autonomous ship, misled by incorrect ECDIS data, might not
recognize when it is the stand-on vessel or might erroneously alter its course or speed when
it should maintain it. To address the unique challenges posed by autonomous navigation,
this rule could be revised to include guidelines for autonomous ships to confirm their
stand-on status using redundant systems or data sources and procedures for maintaining
course and speed with high reliability, even when faced with uncertain or conflicting data.

Targeted attacks that force a stand-on vessel to alter course or speed inappropriately, in
direct violation of Rule 17, highlight the importance of securing navigational decision
systems against cyberthreats.

Rule 18 - Responsibilities Between Vessels: This rule outlines the hierarchy of right-of-
way among different types of vessels. There’s a need to clarify how these vessels identify
and interact with various vessel types, especially under data misinterpretation or decision-
making errors. Specific guidelines for autonomous ships could be introduced, such as
mandatory identification signals or behaviors that indicate their autonomous nature. Clari-
fying how autonomous ships identify and interact with various vessel types, underpinned
by accurate data, is important. Attacks that alter vessel type or status information can
mislead regarding the right-of-way hierarchy, creating unsafe situations and complicating
compliance with Rule 18.

For example, a power-driven vessel is responsible for giving way and changing course
to avoid collision with a fishing vessel. If the autonomous vessel’s decision-making
mechanism is compromised by adversarial attacks in the maritime environment in such a
way that it cannot recognize the fishing vessel, this could lead to potential conflicts.

Rule 19 - Conduct of Vessels in Restricted Visibility: Autonomous ships must make
decisions in restricted visibility based on sensor inputs. Erroneous sensor data can lead
to inappropriate actions. Amendments may be required to address the reliability and
verification of sensor data in conditions of restricted visibility.

Manipulating visibility data through the spoofing or disabling of meteorological sensors
could result in inadequate responses to reduced visibility conditions. Such actions under-
mine Rule 19, emphasizing the need for accurate environmental sensing and data integrity
in autonomous navigation.

Rule 34 - Sound and Light Signals: A cyberattack targeting systems responsible for
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interpreting and responding to sound and light signals on an autonomous vessel could
exploit sensory processing or communication systems vulnerabilities. For example, a
malware attack could compromise software that analyses and decodes acoustic signals
such as horns or whistles and light signals such as navigation lights and signal lights. This
malware could alter the vessel’s interpretation algorithms, causing the vessel to misinterpret
the intentions of nearby vessels or respond inappropriately. While these sound signals
are important to minimize the inconvenience of difficult conditions at sea, such as foggy
conditions, a breach of such conditions could result in a major accident.

For example, suppose an autonomous vessel is approached head-on by another vessel in
a situation where both vessels are required to alter course to starboard as indicated by
specific sound or light signals. In that case, the intercepted system may not be able to
detect these signals correctly. Instead of maneuvering to the right, the autonomous vessel
may maintain its course or take a dangerous action, leading to a high risk of collision. This
scenario underlines the critical importance of securing the signal processing systems of
autonomous ships against cyberthreats to ensure compliance with Rule 34 of COLREG.

5.2.6 Model Attack Paths

As shown in the Figure 6, we have identified the corresponding systems with vulnerabilities
and their cyberthreats. The 6th step for the PASTA threat modeling is to create the
attack paths for the identified COLREG rules to show a more in-depth examination of
each cyberthreat that could affect the ship’s navigation and lead to a potential collision.
Therefore, we have used our categorization to create the attack paths and their relationship.

ECDIS

We have developed an attack path diagram for ECDIS on autonomous ships to represent
the possible violations of the COLREG in case cyberthreats manipulate the system data.
The model in Figure 7 shows the potential exploitation of ECDIS by threat actors through
cyberattacks. These potential cyberattacks compromised the ECDIS. The Ship Control
Center then transmits the compromised ECDIS data to the ship’s data processing module,
namely the Situational Awareness module. This, in turn, passes the correct or corrupted
data to the Collision Avoidance module. Based on the integrity of the received data, the
module, which must be trained to comply with COLREG, adjusts the ship’s course or
changes its speed in response to the movements of nearby vessels approaching or passing.
Only accurate data from the ECDIS can clarify the decision-making mechanism, potentially
resulting in a collision. This scenario brings a significant international regulatory challenge
beyond the immediate economic, environmental, and humanitarian losses, as it could also
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Figure 7. Attack Path Diagram for the ECDIS.
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lead to COLREG violations.

Rule 14 requires an autonomous vessel to navigate so that an oncoming vessel stays on the
starboard side in a head-on situation. However, suppose ECDIS data has been tampered
with. In that case, the vessel’s position may be falsely shown as starboard or astern in a
Heads-On Zone as shown in Figure 8, misleading the decision-making algorithm.

Figure 8. Visualisation of the Head-on Situation and Corresponding Zone.

Such misinformation is a primary potential collision and represents a clear violation of the
COLREG rules under international regulations.

ECDIS Sub-systems

In our research, we have developed a comprehensive flowchart illustrating the multitude of
cyberthreats that threaten ECDIS subsystems, focusing on the autonomous ship system
and its modules, as shown in Figure 9. This flowchart categorizes potential vulnerabilities,
identifies their attack methodologies, and traces the impact of these attacks on sub-systems.
At the top are threat actors ranging from individual hackers to state-sponsored organizations,
each with different capabilities and motives. The flowchart maps how these actors exploit
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vulnerabilities such as unauthorized access and protocol weaknesses in maritime systems
to compromise critical navigation data from AIS, GPS, and other sensors.

Figure 9. Attack Path Diagram for the ECDIS Sub-Systems.

This corrupted data flows into the ECDIS, an integral part of autonomous ship navigation.
The downstream effects of these cyberattacks are highlighted in the flowchart as disruptions
to the ship’s collision avoidance systems, potentially leading to navigation errors and
violations of the COLREG.

Adversarial Attacks

Autonomous ships incorporating modules like situational awareness and global autonomous
planning are fundamental in reducing the risk of maritime accidents. However, these
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technological advancements also open up new avenues for adversarial attacks, which can
compromise the safety and integrity of maritime navigation.

Firstly, ECDIS, being central to autonomous navigation, is a prime target for adversarial
exploitation. Attackers may employ backdoor attacks or software dependency exploits to
manipulate navigational data, resulting in erroneous situational awareness. These attacks
could lead to a ship’s inability to correctly identify and respond to navigational hazards,
potentially causing violations of COLREG rules and resulting in collisions.

The situational awareness module integrates data from various sensors and creates a
cohesive picture of the surrounding marine environment. By exploiting this module,
adversaries could feed false information, leading to misclassification of objects or incorrect
global planning decisions. This can lead to inappropriate collision avoidance maneuvers
or, in a worst-case scenario, result in a collision.

The Figure 10 shows that threat actors may utilize different attack vectors to exploit
situational awareness and ECDIS systems. For example, model stealing or adversarial
examples could be used to deceive the AI models that aid decision-making aboard an
autonomous ship. Additionally, exploiting the decision-making and autonomy layer
through attacks like Evasion through Deep Learning Model Manipulation can lead to
misinformed or hazardous navigational decisions.
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Figure 10. Adversarial Attack Path Diagram.
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Compliance with COLREGs is very important in autonomous navigation to prevent mar-
itime accidents. The integrity of ECDIS and situational awareness modules is important
for this compliance. Hostile attacks leading to disruption of these systems can lead to vio-
lations of certain COLREG rules, such as Rule 18, which is designed to prevent collisions
at sea, and inappropriate behavior of ships when bearing each other.

The autonomous onboard object detection system uses a ML model trained like YOLOv3
as defined in Section 5.2.4 to classify marine vessels based on Autonomous System (see
Figure 5). An adversarial attack targets this system by subtly altering the input data,
causing the model to misclassify any vessel in the environment. In a special case where an
autonomous vessel detects a fishing vessel on its course, the navigation system incorrectly
assumes it has the right of way due to this misclassification. An autonomous ship maintains
its course and speed, expecting the misidentified fishing vessel to maneuver accordingly.
However, as the fishing vessel is engaged in fishing, it has limited maneuverability and
should be considered a vessel underway according to Rule 18. The failure of the au-
tonomous vessel to give way constitutes a clear breach of Rule 18 and potentially leads to
a collision. This incident raises concerns about the reliability of the vessel and autonomous
navigation systems involved in complying with the law of the sea. As we have shown in
Figure 11, such incidents undermine confidence in autonomous maritime technologies and
emphasize the urgent need for amendments to address collision regulations for autonomous
ships.
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Figure 11. Violation of the Rule 18 Attack Path Diagram.
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Incorrect Inputs for Decision Making

The security of autonomous ships depends heavily on the integrity of their decision-
making systems. Figure 12 presents a network of potential vulnerabilities where attackers
ranging from hacktivists to state-sponsored pirates can exploit critical navigation and
operational systems through spoofing, jamming, and data manipulation that is an input
for the decision-making layer. These attacks can compromise navigation systems, AI
decision-making errors, and sensor spoofing, ultimately affecting path planning, weather
routing, and ship handling. At the center of the system is the Autonomous Vessel, which
processes inputs from various subsystems such as ECDIS and collision avoidance systems.
Due to cyberattacks, misclassified objects or incorrect positional data can cause collision
scenarios that violate COLREG rules. This rule outlines the responsibilities of vessels to
avoid collisions and underlines the need for accurate data interpretation and response. The
diagram underlines the step-by-step effects of cyberthreats on autonomous ships and the
importance of strengthening cybersecurity measures to protect against such vulnerabilities.

5.2.7 Determine Mitigations

In this section, we have included the mitigation strategies of possible cyberattacks, which
is the 7th and final stage of PASTA threat modeling, in our threat model to prevent potential
conflicts that autonomous ships will face in possible cyberattacks in the future.

Mitigation Strategies for ECDIS

Hardware and Configuration

1. Secure all accessible physical ports to impede unauthorized access, focusing on USB
ports, which are common entry points for malicious devices.

2. Properly configure firewalls to effectively manage and monitor incoming and outgo-
ing network traffic, ensuring no unauthorized data penetrating the network.

3. Establish and rigorously enforce policies centered around using strong, complex
passwords and mandate regular changes to these credentials to prevent unauthorized
system access.

Software and System Integrity

1. Ensure that all software, especially the operating system on which the ECDIS
runs, is consistently updated with the latest security patches to mitigate known
vulnerabilities.

2. Deploy reputable anti-virus and anti-malware solutions that offer real-time protection
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Figure 12. Diagram of Potential Attack Paths for Decision Support Systems Compromised
Through Input Manipulation.
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against malicious software threats.
3. Adopt application whitelisting to restrict the execution of unauthorized applications,

thereby preventing the potential execution of malicious or unauthorized software.
4. Conduct routine security audits and vulnerability assessments to discover and rectify

potential security gaps proactively.

Lack of Segmentation

1. Implement network segmentation to isolate the ECDIS from non-essential systems,
reducing the potential for widespread network compromise.

2. Utilize Access control lists and network zoning in conjunction with stringent firewall
rules to control data flow across the network, ensuring that ECDIS and other segments
communicate securely.

Social Engineering and Phishing

1. Conduct extensive cybersecurity awareness training for all personnel, focusing
on recognizing and responding appropriately to social engineering and phishing
attempts.

2. Employ advanced email and web filtering technologies capable of identifying and
intercepting phishing attempts and accessing malicious websites.

Malware Installation

1. Utilize advanced endpoint protection platforms with real-time scanning capabilities
to identify and neutralize malware threats promptly.

2. Restrict administrative privileges, limiting the ability of unauthorized personnel to
install potentially malicious software.

DoS Attacks

1. Leverage intrusion detection and prevention systems that are capable of identifying
and mitigating DoS attack patterns.

2. Design system architecture with redundancy in mind to maintain critical functionali-
ties under excessive load conditions.

Eavesdropping

1. Encrypt all sensitive communications to ensure data confidentiality and integrity.
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2. Adopt using secure communication protocols such as Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Secure (HTTPS), Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), and Secure Shell (SSH) for
all data transmissions, replacing less secure alternatives.

Unauthorized Access

1. Implement strong authentication mechanisms, such as multi-factor authentication
(MFA), to strengthen system access security.

2. Perform periodic reviews of user access levels and privileges, ensuring that they
remain appropriate for each user’s role and responsibilities, and revoke any unneces-
sary privileges.

3. Develop and implement a comprehensive Identity and Access Management (IAM)
strategy to meticulously control and monitor access to the ECDIS and associated
systems.

Mitigation Strategies for ECDIS Sub-Systems

Communication Protocol

1. Regularly update and secure communication protocols to patch known vulnerabilities,
ensuring the strongness of AIS data transmission.

2. To enhance confidentiality and integrity, transition to secure, encrypted communica-
tion channels for AIS data transmission.

Absence of Encryption and Authentication

1. Implement encryption for AIS data transmissions, thus securing the data against
unauthorized interception and tampering.

2. Employ strong authentication measures to reliably verify the identities of AIS data
sources and receivers, ensuring that data can be trusted.

Integration with Navigation

1. Ensure that the integration of AIS into the ship’s navigation system is conducted via
secure interfaces to prevent any vulnerabilities from spreading across systems.

2. Continuously monitor and validate data exchange between AIS and other naviga-
tional systems, promptly detecting and responding to any abnormal or unexpected
data patterns.
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Default Passwords and Unauthorized Access

1. Immediately replace default passwords upon system initialization and enforce regular
updates to these passwords.

2. Utilize strong, complex password schemes and consider the adoption of multi-factor
authentication mechanisms to reinforce system access control.

3. Consistently conduct audits and monitor access logs to identify and respond to
unauthorized access attempts swiftly.

DoS Attacks and Data Manipulation

1. Implement network protection measures, such as rate limiting and traffic pattern
analysis, to detect and mitigate DoS attacks.

2. Apply rigorous data validation processes and sanity checks to verify the accuracy
and consistency of AIS data.

Eavesdropping and Jamming

1. Employ techniques like frequency hopping or spread spectrum to complicate jam-
ming efforts against AIS communications.

2. Secure communication signals through encryption, thereby significantly reducing
the risk of eavesdropping.

Spoofing and AIS Data Manipulation

1. To authenticate information, cross-validate AIS data with alternate data sources,
such as radar or visual confirmations.

2. Implement sophisticated anomaly detection systems to monitor for and alert on
unusual AIS data patterns indicative of spoofing activities.

DoS Attacks

1. Establish alternative communication channels to maintain AIS functionality during
an attack, ensuring continuity of critical operations.

2. Prepare AIS systems to operate under degraded conditions if required, with the
capability to transition to backup systems.

Ghost Ships and False Information
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1. Integrate and cross-check AIS data against multiple data sources to authenticate
vessel presence and positional accuracy.

2. Utilize behavioral analysis algorithms to detect irregular vessel behavior that could
suggest the presence of ghost ships or the transmission of false AIS signals.

Data Integrity Concerns

1. Incorporate the use of checksum, cryptography hashes, and digital signatures to
ensure and validate the integrity of data being transmitted and received.

2. Adopt secure communication protocols that inherently provide data integrity checks
to prevent tampering with the information in transit.

Confidentiality Breaches

1. Encrypt all sensitive data transmissions associated with GMDSS operations, ensuring
that such information remains confidential and inaccessible to unauthorized entities.

2. Implement stringent access control measures and continuous monitoring protocols
for GMDSS systems, limiting access to sensitive data strictly to authorized personnel.

False Data Transmission and Identity Spoofing

1. Utilize strong authentication protocols that can accurately verify the identity of the
sources sending messages through the GMDSS.

2. Systematically cross-check and verify the accuracy of the information received via
GMDSS against other independent systems to ensure its reliability.

Unauthorized Access and Emergency Protocol Tampering

1. Establish and enforce comprehensive access controls and detailed audit trails to
monitor and prevent any unauthorized access to emergency systems.

2. Apply Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) mechanisms to confirm that only autho-
rized personnel with explicit credentials can access and modify emergency protocols.

Signal Jamming and Spoofing

1. Employ advanced anti-jamming techniques, including frequency hopping, to mitigate
the risk and impact of signal jamming attempts.

2. Secure all critical communication channels with authentication and encryption to
defend against attempts to spoof communications.
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RF Signal Disruption

1. Establish and maintain alternative communication channels as a contingency to
ensure continued operation should primary RF signals face disruption.

2. Integrate systems capable of detecting when an RF signal has been compromised,
with the capability to automatically switch to alternate methods of communication
to maintain operational continuity.

Authentication and Encryption Deficiencies

1. Implement stringent encryption standards across all GMDSS communications to
preserve the confidentiality and integrity of the transmitted data.

2. Enforce the use of multi-factor authentication processes to verify that only authorized
entities communicate on GMDSS networks.

Mitigation Strategies for Adversarial Attacks

Perturbation Attack

1. Implement adversarial training techniques, wherein ML models are trained with
intentionally perturbed inputs. This process aids in enhancing the models’ resilience
against similar attacks.

2. Utilize model assembling strategies to aggregate predictions from multiple models,
thereby diminishing the impact of any single model’s perturbations on overall
decision-making.

Model Inversion and Membership Inference

1. Limit the granularity of information returned from queries to ML models, preventing
attackers from deducing sensitive information about the model’s data.

2. Ensure ML models are regularly updated and patched to safeguard against vulnera-
bilities that could be exploited in these types of attacks.

Model Stealing

1. Restrict access to ML model APIs, limiting the ability of attackers to make repeated
queries necessary for reverse-engineering the model.

2. Embed digital watermarks within the ML model to facilitate identifying and tracing
unauthorized usage.
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Physical Domain Examples

1. Validate sensor data through redundancy checks, verifying data accuracy with multi-
ple sources before it is fed into decision-making systems.

2. Implement physical tamper detection systems to identify compromise or manipula-
tion of sensors or input devices.

Supply Chain and ML Lifecycle Attacks

1. Secure the ML model supply chain, ensuring data provenance, securing data storage,
and safeguarding data integrity throughout its transit.

2. Conduct comprehensive security audits at each stage of the ML lifecycle, from initial
data collection to final model deployment.

Backdoor Attacks and Software Dependency Exploits

1. Perform detailed code reviews and dependency analyses to identify and rectify
potential backdoors within the software.

2. Employ software composition analysis tools to oversee and manage the use of
open-source components, mitigating risks associated with known vulnerabilities.

Reprogramming and Poisoning

1. Enforce strict access controls and code integrity checks to prevent unauthorized
modifications to ML models.

2. Utilize anomaly detection techniques to identify atypical data patterns that may
signify a poisoning attempt.

Evasion through Deep Learning Model Manipulation

1. Apply model hardening methods, such as feature squeezing and input pre-processing,
to diminish the model’s susceptibility to minor perturbations.

2. Implement continuous monitoring and dynamic model updating to rapidly address
and neutralize evasion attempts.

Clean-Label Poisoning Attack

1. Maintain the integrity of training data through regular audits and validations, ensuring
the data remains interrupted.
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2. Employ advanced outlier detection algorithms during the model training phase to
detect and exclude poisoned data effectively.

Mitigation Strategies for Incorrect Inputs to Decision Making

Compromised Navigation Systems

1. Implement system redundancy for all critical navigation components to ensure
continuity via a verified backup data source in any situation.

2. Conduct regular updates and apply security patches to navigation systems, safeguard-
ing against exploitation of known vulnerabilities.

3. Perform systematic integrity checks of the navigation data to confirm its accuracy,
thereby ensuring the reliability of the information used for decision-making.

AI-Driven Decision-Making Compromise

1. Where possible, validate AI-generated decisions through redundancy checks and
human oversight to ensure decisions are logical and safe.

2. Continuously retrain AI models with up-to-date data, allowing them to adapt to new
threats and changing conditions effectively.

3. Monitor outputs from AI systems for anomalies or inconsistencies that may suggest
manipulation or compromise.

Sensor Deception

1. Utilize sensor fusion techniques to validate and corroborate data across multiple
sensor inputs before utilization in decision-making processes.

2. Implement advanced anomaly detection mechanisms to identify and discount decep-
tive or manipulated sensor inputs.

Path Planning and Trajectory Optimization

1. Use historical data and simulations to apply cross-validation techniques to ensure
that path-planning algorithms generate realistic and safe navigation routes.

2. Develop fail-safe mechanisms that can initiate manual control or activate safe-stop
procedures if inconsistencies in path planning data are detected.

Weather Routing and Ship Handling
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1. Integrate data from multiple weather sources and perform cross-validation to confirm
the accuracy of weather information.

2. Employ strong error-checking algorithms designed to detect and dismiss implausible
or manipulated weather data inputs.

Adversarial Data Manipulation

1. Integrate adversarial example detection systems to identify and mitigate manipulated
inputs before they impact decision-making.

2. Strengthen AI models against adversarial tactics through comprehensive adversarial
training methodologies.

Coordinated and Overwhelming Alerts

1. Design and implement sophisticated alert management systems capable of prioritiz-
ing and filtering alerts, thereby preventing information overload.

2. Provide specialized training for the RCC to enhance their ability to distinguish
between legitimate and false alerts, ensuring that true emergencies are recognized
and addressed promptly.
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6. Discussion and Conclusion

6.1 Discussion

This work has begun to investigate the application of the PASTA threat modeling frame-
work to the decision-making of AI on autonomous ships, including ECDIS on autonomous
ships and navigational comparisons integrated into ECDIS, to enhance COLREG compli-
ance. Through systematic analysis, this research has identified critical cyberthreats and
vulnerabilities within ECDIS and demonstrated how these could potentially impact the
ability of autonomous ships to comply with COLREG.

The implementation of PASTA provided a comprehensive decomposition of ECDIS,
highlighting specific threat elements, scenarios, and vulnerabilities they could exploit. In
particular, the study visualized how cyberthreats can compromise navigational accuracy
and lead to potential violations of COLREG rules, such as incorrect maneuvering or
failure to maintain a safe distance from other vessels. This highlights the importance of
cybersecurity in autonomous maritime navigation and the critical need for strong cyber
defense mechanisms.

As shown in the application of PASTA threat modeling, non-compliance, such as Rule 18
responsibilities between vessels in COLREG examined in Section 5.2.6, for example, can
lead to potential accidents and economic losses or even human loss. These discussions em-
phasized the need for continued research and development to strengthen the cybersecurity
framework for autonomous ships and ensure safe and compliant navigation in accordance
with international maritime regulations.

6.2 Conclusion

The findings of this thesis contribute significantly to the understanding of cybersecurity
threats in autonomous maritime, particularly with regard to ECDIS systems and their
compliance with COLREG. By applying the PASTA threat modeling framework, this
research has identified key vulnerabilities and proposed mitigating strategies to improve
the security posture of autonomous vessels. This study underlines the imperative to
integrate cybersecurity into the design and operation of autonomous ships to ensure their
safe, efficient, and regulatory-compliant navigation.
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Furthermore, this research highlights the changing cyberthreats with the development of
AI/ML and the continuous need for adaptive and forward-thinking cybersecurity strate-
gies in the maritime sector. As autonomous maritime transport moves towards a more
widespread future, integrating comprehensive cybersecurity measures will be important to
protect these advanced vessels against potential threats and thus enable them to contribute
to a safer and more efficient maritime transport system.

6.3 Study Limitations

While this study is comprehensive, it also recognizes some limitations that may affect the
scope and applicability of its findings. One of these limitations is the rapid development of
cyberthreats, which may lead to the emergence of new vulnerabilities after the study. At
this point, cyberspace in this domain requires continuous analysis and adaptation of the
threat modeling framework to remain effective and current.

Another limitation is that the study is based on existing vulnerabilities identified in the
literature. Given the rapid advances in technology and cyber tactics, these vulnerabil-
ities must be regularly updated to reflect the current threat landscape accurately. This
reliance emphasizes the importance of continuous research and documentation of new
vulnerabilities in autonomous ship systems, including ECDIS and its subsystems given in
Section 2.1.4.

Furthermore, the findings of this study have not been tested in real-world scenarios, which
points to an important limitation. While theoretical analysis and expert opinions are valu-
able, they cannot fully replicate the complexities and unpredictability of real operational
environments. Real-world testing can provide critical insights into the practical challenges
and effectiveness of the proposed cybersecurity measures and PASTA implementation.

6.4 Recommendations for Future Research

A primary direction for future research is the practical implementation and testing of the
cybersecurity measures and PASTA framework developed in this study. Testing these
strategies in real-world scenarios on autonomous ships will validate their effectiveness and
reveal practical challenges not seen in the theoretical analysis. These applications can be
tested in a lab simulation environment in the future, or they can be implemented in real
time to develop autonomous ships.

Developing AI/ML used in autonomous ships’ cyberthreats requires constant vigilance
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and adaptation. Future work should continuously identify and assess new vulnerabilities
in autonomous ship systems, including but not limited to ECDIS and its components.
Establishing a mechanism for regularly updating and assessing potential threats will ensure
that cybersecurity measures remain effective against the latest risks and that maritime
operations are protected. Beyond ECDIS, applying the PASTA framework to other critical
systems on autonomous ships can provide comprehensive insights into the cybersecurity
environment.

To solidify the applicability of the research findings, future studies should aim to involve
a more diverse group of experts in various fields related to autonomous maritime and
cybersecurity. Broadening the range of expert validation can reveal unique insights,
identify overlooked challenges, and develop innovative solutions to the cybersecurity
challenges faced by autonomous maritime operations. The maritime sector could benefit
from research into developing adaptive cybersecurity frameworks. Potentially powered
by ML and AI, these frameworks can dynamically evolve in response to new threats and
technological developments.
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